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OUTLOOK
Circumstances change but human nature doesn't. Even though
we are in the age of computers, about to enter the 21 st century
and business is great, people are still people with the same
strengths and weaknesses they have always had. Business today
has ever-changing characteristics but it is still business, a daily
challenge to succeed. There is no time for complacency in business, and there never has been. There is also no time for ego to
supersede good business sense.
I saw an old industry trade magazine the other day that really
brought that into focus. Have you ever seen Trees Magazine? It
was published by Ed Scanlon from Ohio, a well known nursery/
tree person in his time. The last time I saw Ed was about 20 years
ago at a tree planting at the White House. The famous John
• Quincy Adams elm was thought to have Dutch elm disease and
a new American elm was being planted nearby to take its place
when the old elm died. Betty Ford presided.
Every customer
Ed Scanlon was well known in the tree care industry and his
deserves the very
magazine was widely read. He was very successful and highly
best service you
respected. In fact, I'm told that he became so highly respected
can provide. If you
that he rose to the occasion and volunteered the answers to most
don't treat them
people's questions whether asked or not. He was not always right,
well now, someone
but he was never in doubt.
else will.
In his later years, Ed's magazine became more of a travelogue than a magazine focused on the tree care industry. He
traveled the world visiting gardens and that's all he wrote about.
His advertisers went elsewhere and so did his readers.
Does success breed the kind of an attitude in some people that
ultimately results in failure? In some cases it seems to. Think
about it. Take a look around you. There are some different faces
around in the tree care industry today than the last time business
boomed. Some have retired in prosperity. Others are just gone.
Some that are still here are going to trip over their own egos.
Don't let your successes in the '90s carry you away. You didn't
do it alone. Your family. your employees, your friends and your
customers allowed you to apply your talents to achieve what you
have achieved. Don't forget any one of them, particularly your
customers.
Today, customers may be in abundance. Tomorrow they may
not be. Every customer deserves the very best service you can
provide. If you don't treat them well now, someone else will.
We live in a cyclical world. When times tighten up, and they
will, those customers you didn't treat with TLC today will change
their loyalty to someone else. Don't let that happen to you.
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"Bucket trucks and chain saws were overshadowing the climber. 1 founded the
Jamboree to preserve the classic climbing skills. In aerial rescue you don't always have the luxury ofa full set of climbing gear, I wanted to show that a
climber with nothing more than a rope could save a life."
Richard G. Alvarez
Founder: Tree Trimmers Jamboree
ISA Arborists Jamboree
4
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ft's Jamboree Season

.

The Jamboree's beginnings

By Donald Blair
It is fl() cOlnCIdeIILC that I m writing a retrospective on the Jamboree for the August
issue of Tree Care Industry. August has
been the height of the Jamboree Season
since 1976 when the International Societ
of Arboriculture hosted the First International Competition - or was it?
It has been said that every generation has
to discover sex and the War Between the
States for itself. Having had more than 25
years to reflect upon this. I'm going to have
to add tree climbing to the list. My father
always told me that tree work was "a young
man's ga me." True, and much of the brash
exuberance of youth is carried into the trees
by the "young Turks" who treat every skill
mastered and every tree climbed with proprietary pride. I know, because I've "been
there, done that."
I can remember viewing old men with
no small amount of suspicion when they
would tell me that they had been certified
as arborists in the 1930s, 1940s or 1950s.
What were they talking about'? The Western Chapter. ISA "invented" certification
in 1984 1 Didn't we? No, we didn't, but
that's another story. We just made it stick.
Lit least for now.
I even remember some geezer telling
me that he had won a tree-climbing contest in 195 1 and another fellow laid claim
to winning an event in 1948. Imagine the
gall of these guys. telling me in 1976. a
23-year-old hot head who knew that he
was among the first group of arborists
with the vision to create a climbing contest based upon standard work
techniques.
Imagine the chagrin of a 42-year-old

:i
-;

The Jamboree that has survived 20 years
of growing pains, controversy and evolutionary climbing styles was given birth at
the ISA Annual Meeting in Detroit. Michigan. in 1975. That was quite a meeting. The
International Shade Tree Conference
changed its name that year to the International Society of Arboriculture, reflecting
the growth and future goals of the organization. Founded in 1924 as the National
Shade Tree Conference, it had been upgraded to the ISTC in 1961. 1 think the

Jamborees encourage camaraderie and
the exchange of information among contestants. From left to right: Bob Yamane,
Sam Noonan, Bob Hunter and Jotham
Fisher-Smith.

arborist/historian to learn that all of these
fine gentlemen were honest, sincere and
100C/c correct! Every generation has to
discover tree work for itself - or does it'?
Because each generation has made its
own discoveries, climbed its own trees
and made its own parties, in many ways
we've had to reinvent our profession
many times over the last centur\.
There was a time in my life \ hen it
was difficult for working climbers from
other countries, from other states and
even from neighboring cities to get together and share comradeship. skills and
techniques. There was a time when the
footlock faced extinction. There was a
time before the Jamboree.
i'RFF CARE INDUSTRY- AUGUST 1995

Bob Yamane demonstrates a footlocking
"on rope rest" the way they were done before climbers were belayed.

ISA has finally settled into a title that
will work until we become the Intergalactic Society of Arboriculture. Even
then we won't have to change the initials.
The Detroit meeting will always be
one that those of us who attended will
long remember. John Duling, the outgoing president, had established the
Research Trust the year before. Jack
Rogers, the incoming president, affirmed
his commitment to the project. Jimmy
Hoffa had disappeared a few weeks be-

fore we came to Detroit. The Board accepted a proposal from Dick Alvarez
(Atascadero. California) to bring the tree
climbing contest that he had established
in 1973 to the 1976 ISA Meeting in St.
Louis, Missouri. John Hudson
(Belleville, Ilinois) was appointed to organize the site and the events.
Before we go forward with the ISA's
Jamborees, we should look back to the
beginning - the very beginning. I've been
very fortunate to have been born into a

F(
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family that dates its beginnings in
arboriculture to 1911. After The Great
War (World War I), my father, Millard
F. Blair, established his firm, the M.F.
Blair Tree Experts. in Palo Alto. California, in 1922.
He helped found the
Western Chapter. ISA (nee NSTC) in
1933, founded the California Arborists
Association in 1934, authored the At -borists Creed and Principles of Practice
in 1935 and published the book, Practical Tree Surgery. in 1937. If someone
wanted to spread the word about something to do with trees in the San
Francisco Bay Area. they called my father - and they did for 65 years.
Fortunately, he never threw anything
related to trees (or anything else, for that
matter) away. Back issues of Trees Magazine have been invaluable sources of
research for goings-on in the profession that
never made it into the history books. He
also kept a file of clippings on tree and tree
industry-related topics. Finding a yellowed
clipping that pushes back the history of the
Jamboree may not pay off like finding gold,
but these nuggets of knowledge are every
bit as exciting. They are quite humbling because I've had to accept the fact that, as
innovative as we who entered the profes
sion in the early 1970s may be, we are
merely heirs to the legacy that our predecessors began decades ago.
Rope and saddle demonstrations have
been presented at arborist meetings since
arborists began to meet in the 1930s. Before Don Blair, Karl Kuemmerling was
inventing tree equipment and trying to
make the tree job site a safer place.
Before TCI and Arbor Age was Trees
Magazine, published quarterly from 1939
to 1974. And so it goes. We keep reinventing ourselves because the need for the
dissemination of knowledge is basic to our
survival. During brave but often futile
charges during the Civil War, the most honored position was that of the Color Bearer
- it was also the most hazardous. The colors were the symbol of the soldiers' pride.
When the standards fell, another would take
them up because the colors had to prevail.
The same applies to arborists. Whether
we realize it or not, we are standard bear ers. When we pick up the colors, we should
never forget that someone before us carried
them to where we found them.
In a great article written by Tom
Kleveland for the Santa Barbara New
1 found the earPress on May 22, 1948,
liest reference to date regarding a true

I
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climbing contest and not a demonstration.
Quoting the article: "That old saw, Go
climb a tree' could be taken literally in
Santa Barbara yesterday. The first annual
tree-climbing contest of the National
Shade Tree Conference (Western Chapter) was won by 21-year-old Van White
of Pomona who has been dealing in this
sort of monkey business for only two
years. He triumphed over seven other
wiry young men who climb trees for a
living; tall trees from which dangerous

limbs must be removed so they don't fall
on somebody's noggin or short-circuit
power lines."
The article also quotes a spectator as
saying he hadn't "seen anything like this
since I had a tin monkkey on a string
when I was a kid."
The event consisted of using a metal
throw weight to set a manila climbing
line in a crotch 56 feet up. Each contestant got five throws. Seven climbers
failed to enter the tree. Once the line was
set, the climber had to footlock up and

By the time this song Is over.
vciiir season may be gone.,
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recrotch 25 feet higher (8 1 feet working
height).
From there, he had to hit two work stations on the way down. Allowing for
changes in equipment and technique, the
basic Work Climb Event sounded pretty
familiar to what we reinvented 25 years
later!
Van White took first place and the $35
prize (that was BIG MONEY!). Brownie
G. Parker of Bakersfield. California, took
second with a time of 2 minutes, 53 seconds. Third place went to Don Daniels
with his time of 3 minutes, 15 seconds.
and William Peterson, also of Santa Barbara, took fourth with a time of 3
minutes, 25 seconds.
The article noted that two climbers
were disqualified for violating safety
rules. Just think, these guys were using
metal throw weights. footlocking manila
rope without a belay for 56 feet, tying in
at 81 feet, hitting two more work stations
and returning to the ground in a matter
of minutes - and still subject to safety
violations!
Twenty-year-old Ronald Mandeville of
Bridgeport, Connecticut, graced the cover
of the November-December 1950, issue of
Trees Magazine as America's Tree Climbing Champ. Mandeville had won his title
in a contest held in the summer of 1949 in
New Haven. Connecticut, by the Connecticut Tree Protective Association.

Multi-state contest
The 27th National Shade Tree Conference sponsored the first multi-state
climbing contest on Tuesday, August 28.
1951. Held in Burnet Woods, Cincinnati.
Ohio, in conjunction with equipment demonstrations, the event was well-attended
and much-discussed afterwards - as all Jamborees have been.
In this competition, contestants climbed
a large hackberry, tied-in at 60 feet. moved
out to three work stations designated by
balloons and descended to the ground. Joe
Arsenault won the event with a time of 2
minutes. 32.6 seconds. He worked for Fred
Ralston and Company, Boston, Massachusetts, and represented the Massachusetts
Tree Wardens and Foresters Association.
Kenneth Gregory represented the New
Jersey Federation of Shade Tree Commissions and the New Jersey Arborists
Association. His time was 3 minutes, 23.6
seconds.
Wilbur Clark. Bartlett Tree Expert

1(111
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Company, represented the Connecticut
Tree Protective Association with a time
of 4 minutes, 7.7 seconds.
John Koskovich, American Tree Service, Fergus Falls, Minnesota. and Dixon
Summerling, Davey Tree, Covington,
Kentucky, filled out the roster of competitors.
A central theme throughout the coverage of these early Jamborees was the
emphasis on speed. The editor of Trees
Magazine, Ed Scanlon, noted in his coverage of the event that he felt that greater
emphasis on observing the safety rules
would make a better competition. Scanlon
felt that anyone who violated a safety rule
should be disqualified. I agree.
In my 21 years with the Jamboree, bal
ancing, safety with competition has always
been a challenge. but I've never allowed
basic safety to take a back seat to the 'need
for speed."
Some of the safety issues must have been
resolved because the 28th National Shade
Tree Conference scheduled a climbing contest for August 20, 1952. at Tuck's Point,
Manchester, Massachusetts. The New England clam bake following the contest
caught my eye. Norman Berner of
-

OAK
,
Quem.f

In my 21 years with the Jamboree, balancing
safety with competition has always been a challenge, but I've never allowed basic safety to take
a back seat to the "need for speed."

Moorestown, New Jersey, took first place.
Berner, who worked for Winston Parker,
was sponsored by the New Jersey Arborists
Association, the New Jersey Society of
Certified Tree Experts and the New Jersey
Federation of Shade Tree Commissions. I
wonder how they got all of them on his T shirt.
Steven J. Tobin Jr., Arlington, Massachusetts, brought second place home to his
sponsors. the Massachusetts Tree Wardens
and Foresters Association. Ray Philips.
sponsored by R.F. Steinmetz, Springfield,
Ohio, won third place.
The September 1952. issue of the Ar-

borists News reported that, with the en
phasis on safety, no complaints werc
heard that the contest was held in an unsafe manner.
Judges for the contest were Carl
Fenner, Roger Sohner, Ross Farrens.
Larry Wachtel and Gordon King.
In rope-throwing, Fred Ralston won
first place and Jack Kenealy come in second. The author of the article noted that
Ralston was really good with a rope.
R.D. Lowden organized the event and
prizes were furnished by a number of
commercial exhibitors.
In July of 1952. the contest rules were
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N.S.T.C. Tree-Climbing Contests Rules and Regulations - July 1952
Prior to the competition, rules for the climbing contest were established and published
Arborists News. They bear publication here for comparison to what we are doing now.

Safety should be stressed at all
times.
Eliminations shall be conducted in
all regions of the NSTC if the number
of contestants warrant elimination trials.
One entrant only shall be permitted from each region except the region
wherein the previous year's champion
resides.
The previous year's champion
need not compete in elimination trials
in order to enter the national competition. He will be the second entrant from
any region.
Entrants may be sponsored by
NSTC Chapters, Arborists Associations. Tree Wardens Association,
commercial arborists or by any other
groups of individuals.
Should an entrant be sponsored by
a commercial organization, the entrant
may wear such apparel that denotes a
connection with that commercial company.
All contestants and the NSTC
shall be covered by insurance; the
NSTC for protection against suits or
injuries and the contestant against injury and compensation for any injury
incurred while participating in the contest.
The expense of the contestant
from a region will be borne by the sponsoring group or company.
The judges shall be three (3) or
five (5) in number, preferably five (5).
They shall be appointed by the president
of the NSTC and be announced at least
one month before the National Contest.
Judges shall be competent field men
who have trained climbers and supervised work in the field for at least five
years. They shall meet prior to the contest to prepare and organize for proper
discharge of their duties.
All contestants shall acknowledge
in writing that they understand the insurance coverage and their agreement
to such coverage. Should the contestant
be a minor, his sponsor or other responsible person shall authorize his

competition.
The tree used in the contest shall
be inspected by the contestant and his
sponsor and/or trainer before the contest.
However, no contestant shall climb the
tree before the contest.
A tree shall be chosen that will require the contestant to crotch at least
twice during the trials.
Three "points" of contact shall be
placed in the tree for the contest.
A rope shall be placed in the tree
in one of the lower crotches of the tree.
From this point, the contestant shall start
his trial. (This is to save time.) No contestant shall climb hand over hand.
No trial times shall be announced
before the completion of the entire contest nor shall any contestant observe the
performance of any other contestant. No
trainer or coach shall be in contact with
his contestant after the start of the trials.
Each judge shall have a stop watch
for timing the trials.
If a contestant is disqualified, the
chairman of the judges shall blow a
whistle and the contestant shall return to
the ground at once without completing
the trial.
Contestants shall draw for position
in the contest.
The judges shall inspect all the
equipment used by the contestant before
the contest. Any equipment considered
unsafe will not be allowed.
Each contestant may use his own
rope and other equipment. The rope shall
be 120 to 150 feet long, depending on the
length with which the contestant is most
familiar. The contestant shall be required
to use a "safety seat" or "saddle."
Breeches and high-top boots or
other suitable clothes shall be worn by
all contestants. The shoes or high-top
boots shall have rubber or composition
soles and heels.
The tautline hitch shall have at least
one wrap above and two below the tautline.
The tautline shall be tied at once upon
crotching-in. Movement from any
crotching-in position without completely
tying the tautline hitch shall disqualify the

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - AUGUST 1995
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the July 1952, issue of the

contestant.
If the tree used in the contest has
cables in it, they shall in no way be used
to help the contestant in getting about the
tree. The contestant shall complete his trial
as though the cables were not present with
one exception: i.e., if the cables are in the
tree, the manner in which the contestant
performs in spite of the cables shall be
considered a factor in rating the safety of
the performance.
When playing rope out or taking
rope in (slack) in going out and returning
from a ' .point." the manner in which this
is done shall be graded from the point of
safety. The judges shall decide as to how
safely this is done. The amount of slack
in the rope shall be considered with reference to the safety of the contestant.
The manner in which the contestant
recrotches shall be graded.
The tautline hitch shall be checked
after the trial run. The manner in which
the contestant handles the tautline hitch
(too tight or too loose) shall be a factor in
grading the trial.
Each contestant must tie a square
knot in the ground end of his rope, 10 to
12 inches from the end.
Swinging from one part of the tree
to another by a contestant shall be graded
from the point of view of the safety and
manner in which it is done.
The tree used in the contest shall be
pruned of all dead wood and other hazardous structural features.
All contestants shall be thoroughly informed of the rules of the
contest before entering the trials: the
manner in which they will be graded;
and the reasons for disqualification
clearly stated. Any flagrant violation of
an expressed rule or other safety practice shall constitute sufficient reason for
disqualification.
Safety shall be stressed at all times
throughout the contest. It is suggested
that the contest be rated as follows:
Safety..................................... 50%
Manner of performance...........25%
Speed......................................25%
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published (see Page 11); I know how
much work went into drafting them. I
wish I'd had them to review when I accepted the position as first ISA Jamboree
chairman (1977-78). What impresses me
about these rules is the attention to detail. I think we have a tendency to think
that times were simpler in the 1950s. In
many respects, they were, but the emphasis on insurance coverage was just as
strong then as it is now.
It took years for us to come around to
the idea of allowing the previous year's
champion to defend his title.
I think it's interesting that the contestants were sequestered during the trials.
Personally, I can't agree with the logic,
though. Part of the fun and winning strategy of the current Jamboree is being able
to watch your rivals tackle the course.
I think the high-top boots and riding
breeches should be revived as a retro-salute to the past.
We should never forget that someone
carried the standard to where we found
it.
So much work went into the 1951 and
1952 climbing contests. They were part
of the Annual Meeting Field Day. just

like they are today. They brought the
working climbers to the Annual Meeting,
just like they do today.
I wish I knew what happened to cause
the climbing contest to be dropped from
the 29th National Shade Tree Conference
in Chicago, Illinois. The meeting program announced that, although there
would be no climbing contest, there
would be rope throwing, log sawing and
lag hook installation and thimble wrapping contests in conjunction with field
demonstrations of equipment and tools
in Jackson Park.

ment. In 1972. Alvarez sponsored an "invitational" Jamboree for Arbor.
Cal-Trans and other tree workers between Paso Robles and San Luis Obispo.
That competition pointed up some deficiencies in scoring that Alvarez directed
Bailey Hudson to correct.
Hudson, the Park Superintendent for
the City of Santa Maria, had been a rodeo rider and a former employee of Keith
Davey's business. He was as amazed as
I was to review the 1952 rules.
Hudson, Alvarez and D.O. Denney got
things organized to the point that they
felt that they could open it up to arborisl
at large throughout California.
The First Annual Tree Trimmers Jamboree (TTJ) was held at Lake Atascadero
in June 1973. The events were pretty
much what they are today: Speed Climb.
Work Climb, Throwline and Aerial Rescue. In addition, there was a
log-dropping contest. Gene Murdock
won the Overall Championship. He was
40 years old at the time.
The following summer. Alvarez asked
my father to spread the word about the
Second Tree Trimmers Jamboree around
the Bay Area. I answered the phone. Not

Interest wanes
The trail went cold in 1953 and, like
Rip Van Winkle, interest in the Jamboree took a 20-year nap until 1973 - 100
miles up the road and a full quarter of a
century after Van White made his historic climb in Santa Barbara.
Dick Alvarez, Arbor Tree Surgery,
Atascadero, California, had sponsored a
company picnic for his employees and
their families for many years prior to
1972. A throwline competition and
footlock contest were standard entertain-
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Now with an improved heavy-duty rope ring.
The Pou Ian PRO S25DA has been hanging
around for a long time. And with good reason.
The S25DA is a remarkable saw that gives you
the same superior balance, great power curve and 38cc
performance that's made the S25 series the tree care industry
standard. And now this model also comes equipped with its
own heavy-duty metal rope ring, so you don't have to improvise.
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only did we spread the word, I got up at
3 a.m. to drive my no-top Land Cruiser
200 miles to attend the Jamboree. I was
21 years old.
The Jamboree changed my life as it
has, in my opinion, changed the profession. It had been tried before but what
counts is that, so far, we've made this one
stick. I came to watch. At the M.F. Blair
Tree Experts, we may have practiced
superior quality arboriculture, but we
used extension ladders to enter the trees;
I threw lines at dates, not trees. I stared

in awe as men hurled throw-lines and
footlocked their ropes. I learned these
techniques as best I could.
Before Arbor Tree had been Davey
Tree. Keith Davey, a relative of the Kent,
Ohio, clan, had come to California in the
1920s or '30s and established the largest tree service in the state. He was a
master minimalist. Saddles were nothing
more than a "bowl ine-on-a-bight" or the
infamous "Davey belt" (which didn't
come along until the 1950s). Most work
was done with a Fanno No. 8 rubber-

Put Fertilizer Where
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In the tree's root zone.
The Webster TC-300-2
root zone feeder system
makes tree and shrub
fertilization fast and
economical.
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handled push saw, developed to reduce
the number of accidents that Davey had
observed among climbers using large,
curved pull saws. (Yes, climbers used to
cut themselves with handsaws.) The "big
stuff" was gnawed through with a 3-foot
bull saw. By the 1950s, Central Coast
had a few chain saws, but you had to
need one badly enough to put in for it.
Chain saws were not standard equipment
on the trucks. As a matter of fact, whenever he could get away with it, Keith
Davey didn't use trucks!
To qualify for foreman, you had to
have a car with a good enough bumper
to tow the one-axle brush trailer that
standard Davey issue. Davey men were
experts with the throwline and the
footlock climbing method because there
was no place to carry a ladder.
Dick Alvarez, Bailey Hudson, Dick
Marling, Lowell Forester, Jim Gaughan.
Gene Murdock and many more men who
become the nucleus of the Tree Trimmers Jamboree had all been Keith Davey
men. They had all learned to use the
throwline. They all used the footlock.
By the 1970s, with the exception of
some die-hard Davey alumni, the
footlock was virtually extinct or unknown as an industry-wide practice.
Very few companies used the throwline
as skillfully as Arbor Tree. By the way.
Dick Alvarez was (is) darn good with a
throwline. After 40 years, climbers still
say that Lowell Forester is the best any one has ever seen. Alvarez said next to
him, he was the best he'd ever seen.
Alvarez said that he was more accurate.
but Forester could throw higher. Very
few companies practiced aerial rescue
the way Arbor Tree did.
I am absolutely convinced that the
Jamboree saved the footlock and the
throwline from obscurity or extinction.
Without the Jamboree, I'm not sure that
aerial rescue would be as highly developed a skill as it is today.
Alvarez would come to arborist meetings
and make impassioned speeches on behalf
of "guys in the sweaty boots." On behalf
of all those men and women in sweaty
boots, we thank you for your lasting and
significant contributions to arboriculture.
Before the Tree Trimmers Jamboree
were NSTC sanctioned climbing contests.
Before Dick Alvarez was Keith Davey. We
are all standard bearers.
Bailey Hudson recalls that originally, he
and Alvarez had talked about setting up

three Work Climb trees. The climbers
\vould then draw for their tree in the same
manner that Hudson had drawn for a bronc
in the rodeo. That was one good idea that
didn't work out. It's hard enough finding
one cood tree. let alone three.

AlA

Main events
From the beginning of TTJ, we had the
tollowing events:
Footlock Speed Event - The Footlock
has always been 40 feet. We used to climb
on manila rope - and we never worried
about being belayed. The feeling was, if
you couldn't footlock 40 feet without falling, you didn't belong in the competition.
The Footlock was used for several years as
a qualification event. You had to make the
cut in the Footlock in order to compete in
the Work Climb. The original qualification
time was 40 seconds. In the early days, the
Footlock was so mysterious that there were
several climbers who couldn't quite make
it - myself included. As we got better and
faster, the qualification time dropped from
40 to 35 to 30 and, finally, to 25 seconds.
Eventually, the qualification aspect of the
Footlock was dropped from the competition.
Body Thrust - The Body Thrust was as
unknown to the TTJ as the footlock was to
the first few ISA Arborists Jamborees. By
the way, this is a good time to honor another man who was in attendance at the
birth of the ISA Arborists Jamboree.
Cal Bundy was the executive director of
the ISA and a great friend and supporter
of the Jamboree. He lobbied hard for it and
pulled a few strings here and there to ensure its survival in the first few years.
Bundy suggested that the ISA use the name
Arborists Jamboree instead of Tree Trimmers Jamboree. He created the position of
ISA Jamboree advisor after the 1977 Jamboree and asked me to take on the
responsibility of standardizing the rules and
organizing the 1978 Jamboree in Toronto.
Canada.
Back to the Body Thrust. For the first
two years of the ISA Jamboree, the
Footlock belonged to the Western Chapter. In 1978, in Toronto. Bob Maltby. of
Massachusetts. stunned the Jamboree by
not only footlocking but also turning in
a truly competitive time. From that point
on, more and more "easterners" began to
learn and excel at the footlock. In 1981.
Steve Alvarez was the first Californian
to enter the Body Thrust. As the years
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Jamboree Time Capsule
Top: Huddle at the 1978 ISA Arborists
Jamboree in Toronto, Canada, with one
of the originators., Dick Alvarez, looking
at the photographer. Don Blair, in the
wide-brimmed hat, listens intently.
Above, left: Bailey Hudson, co-founder of
the Tree Trimmers Jamboree and the ISA
Arborists Jamboree, 1977.

.1

Above, right: Gene Murdock, 1977,
Burlingame, California. Murdock was the
overall champion of the first Tree Trimmers Jamboree, 1973.
Left: Bob Hunter, 1995, Daly City, Califor nia. Hunter was overall ISA
championships in 1981-82. He has collected seven championship belt buckles.
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have progressed, the scoring has improved to give the best in each event an
equal share of points. Finally, in order
to qualify for Overall, the champion had
to compete in both events - as well it
should be.
Throwline - The event hasn't changed
much, only the weights and the
throwlines. The standard for years was
the Arco rubber throwball and 3/16-inch
yellow polypro. Sam Noonan customized
his by taking out one of the strands. Bob
Hunter used chain saw starter cord. Bill
Graham had his "stick" (but that's an-

See what's new at
Bartlett!
TELESCOPING
FIBERGLASS PRUNER/SAW
POLES

W

other story). In the early days, the rules
were so rigid that the judges disqualified
a competitor who showed up in Los Angeles with a homemade throw weight and
mason's cord. Today, most competitors
use a shot pouch or a poor imitation of
one. Yellow polypro is about as common
now as three-strand climbing line. Ben
White showed up with an early ancestor
to the shot pouch - "The Whizzer." Made
of leather and filled with lead shot, it
looks suspiciously like a sap, but it could
sure fly. As lowly as the Throwline event
might seem when compared to the glamour of the Footlock or the dominance of
the Work Climb, there has been more
than one championship decided by skill
with the throwline.
Aerial Rescue - The TTJ originally required a three-man team for the Aerial
Rescue: victim, climber and groundman.
The climber would reach the victim, untie
the climbing line and the groundman would
lower the victim to the ground. In 1977,
Sam Noonan and I changed the rules at
Templeton, California, during the competition. We talked it over and since both of
us ran two-man crews, we decided to make

it a two-man event.
When a judge asked us where the third
man was, we replied that he was out sick
and the job had to be done that day. From
that point on, the Aerial Rescue became a
climber's event and the human victim was
eventually changed to a dummy in the interest of safety and a more equal
competition. The best dummy we ever had
was a retired crash-dummy from the GM
Proving Grounds. The Smiths from Michigan arranged the donation. I don't
remember anything about "Pete" in competition but I remember that Sam and I
hauled him around like a dead brother from
one end of the resort complex to the other.
We'd sit him on a bar stool and get people
to buy him drinks. We'd sneak him into an
unsuspecting friend's room and have him
sitting on the couch or the toilet. We were
saddened by the loss of Pete to some thieve
prior to the Kentucky Jamboree.
Another classic Aerial Rescue dumm\
story came out of Quebec in 1984. The
man helping me with the event spoke
French. I didn't. After hauling "Jacques"
into the tree all day long, he was pretty
wears' of the whole business. "Jacques"
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Increase Your Revenues
ROOTS/nc. has a promotional flier to increase your sales
to new clients, and enhance the programs offered to
existing ones. It will be available to arborists for your
spring mailings. The flier, pictured below, is a four color,
two sided, glossy piece that will fit, unfolded, into a #10
envelope. Available at cost or as a co-op allowance with
your distributor.
(Actual size 9 X 3118)

was in the tree when it was discovered
that there were no more competitors.
Through an interpreter, I told my assistant that we were finished with the event.
At that, my man in the bucket pulled out
a huge clasp knife and, saying quite
loudly, "Au revoir, Jacques!" cut the
rope, sending "Jacques" to the ground in
the most expedient manner.
Work Climb The Work Climb has
-

been the bedrock of all climbing contests
and demonstrations from the very beginning. We've always had three work
stations. Alvarez or Hudson conceived
the idea of the weighted work station. I
made the pole pruner station a standard
at the Toronto event and all others after.
In early TTJ's, there was often a precrotched line in order to speed up the
competition. At the ISA Jamborees. I
think 1977 was the last year we used a
pre-crotched line. I climbed that year on
manila. Bill Hascher had set up the climb
in a gigantic Quercus Ivrata. He had a
lot of confidence in our abilities because
we had to footlock 70 feet to the tie-III
point! There was a limb we could get
on and rest a spell at 40 feet. It wa
beautiful tree and we all survived the
footlock. There was one fellow who tried
to get into the tree using the Body Thrust.
He was the shortest climber I think I've
ever met. His legs were so short and the
tree so massive that he had to come do a
when he couldn't step past a large limb.
Awards Bailey Hudson conceived the
idea of the rodeo-style belt buckle for the
Tree Trimmers Jamboree and carried the
tradition on to the international. In Philadelphia, the McCulloch distributor said he
would give the Overall Champion any saw
-

BEAUTY IS ROOT DEEP
Your trees and shrubs are an important
investment and natural resource. Neglect now
will cost you later. The right care now will pay off
in years of healthy growth and gorgeous foliage.
That's why we're adding ROOTSTM Organic
Concentrate to our tree and shrub fertilization
program. ROOTSTM is a safe, natural product
that strengthens the roots so the entire plant
stays healthier and requires fewer chemical
treatments.
ROOTS TM Organic Concentrate was developed
with researchers from the Yale School of
Forestry. It contains a patented blend of peat
humus extracts, cold water kelp, vitamins, and
Continued on back
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that McCulloch made. The Power Mac 6
was a very popular climbing saw in those
days and that is probably what he had in
mind. Tom Smith, Atascadero, California.
won and insisted on a Super Pro 125 with a
6-foot bar! The distributor was chagrined.
but he delivered the saw.
Roy Rivers, a flamboyant (to say the
least) Texan, greatly enjoyed the Jamboree.
Although he didn't compete in the Work
Climb, he and I placed several years in
the cross-cut saw competition on pure
whim. In Hartford, Connecticut. in 1980,
he asked me what year the first ISA Jamboree had been established. I told him
1976.
The next year he showed up wearing a rodeo buckle the size of a
Thanksgiving turkey platter all set in
gold and diamonds, proclaiming himself

the winner of the 1975 Jamboree! I suppose it's all part of the legend and lore
of the Jamboree. Rivers is pretty tough.
hut I never saw him wear that belt near
Niurciock.

Jamboree changes
Change is inevitable. That's why we
ha\ e standard bearers. Someone picks up
where someone else left off. The Jamboree is a young man's game. Bob
Philips is the last of the "old timers" still
competing. He was in San Diego in 1979
and had been at many TTJ's in Califor nia prior to that. He's staring 40 squarely
in the face every time he shaves now, so
he's climbing against some kids who are
20 years younger. Joel Koci, Richmond,
Virginia, is nearing 50 (and a new daddy)
and still competing. I love it. Since the
beginning, we've talked about a Masters
Division. Maybe some day.
The most dramatic change that I've
sccn in the Jamboree began to take place
in 1989 in Illinois. The Jamboree lost
some momentum and had to take a 2-year
hiatus in 1987-88 as a result of insurance
and site difficulties.
Through the efforts of Ernie Mitchell,
insurance was secured for the Jamboree
on a one-time "trial" basis. With a good
site finally available at Morton
Arboreteum, we still had to satisfy the
ISA insurance carriers that the footlock
was safe enough to qualify as an event.
We weren't succeeding until Bill Moore
showed me the prusik loop at the MidAtlantic Chapter Jamboree in April 1989.
Bob Weber was using it at the Penn-Del
Jamboree but I didn't know him then. I
showed the prusik loop all over the country that spring and summer and sold the
ISA on allowing the footlock to continue
in a slightly altered form.
We never had an accident or an injury
when we climbed "like men" at the
ISAAJ. Oh, there had been a few
scorched hands at the TTJ and other
Chapter Jamborees, but the climbers who
made it to the finals knew what they were
doing. We have had some problems with
the prusik loop. I guess that's what happens when you try to make things "safe."
The Jamboree has certainly changed
over the years. Much of it has been for
the better, some of it makes me wonder.
Dick Alvarez's vision for the Jamboree
was a competition that was elegant in its
simplicity. He wanted to boil climbing
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down to the barest essentials of saddle.
rope, throwline and handsaw and show
the world that a skilled climber could
make quite a showing in a tree without
ladders and bucket trucks. He wanted to
preserve classic skills so that when it
came to real-life aerial rescue, a climber
with nothing more than a rope could save
a life.
When I took the first chair of the Jamboree in 1977, I drafted a mission
statement for the events that helped to

clarify what we were trying to accomplish in the spirit of what Alvarez had
envisioned. In planning meetings across
the country, I actually had to fight a long
and tedious battle in favor of the footlock
and against the use of ladders in the
Work Climb. Yes, the industry uses ladders every day in the field. Yes. I do too,
but this is a competition.
We actually argued over the length of
the ladder that could be used and whether
the climber could have help in setting it
up. To this day, a ladder has not been
used at the ISAAJ and I hope I never live
to see it.
With the pause in competition between
1987-88, we broke with succession and
none of the champions who came on
board from 1989 on has ever climbed
with Smith. Noonan, Hunter and Maltby.

The Jamboree today
From what I've seen in the last few
years, the Jamboree is no longer the essence of simplicity. Don't get me wrong;
I am the last person to stand in the way
of climbing progress and technology.
The problem is, the Jamboree was never
intended by its founders to be the showcase of experimental and leading edge
technology.
Today's logger has virtually nothing
in common with his ancestors. Timber
fallers use tricked-out ATV 's to travel

through the woods. They communicate
through 2-way radios and cellular
phones. Today's logger competes at
Timber Carnivals in classic work skill
competitions. They speed climb a spar
and demonstrate their prowess with cross
cut saw and axe. To my knowledge, the
standing block chop today is pretty much
the same as it was 40 years ago. Log rolling hasn't changed much - you win or get
wet.
Bailey Hudson said he didn't want to
sound like "an old mossback" (which he
is), but he's been conducting tests to
compare the weight of the equipment he
wore when he was climbing to that of the
"fully equipped post-modern gear head
climber." He's wondering if the added
weight can increase fatigue and contribute to accidents. I wonder if confusion
can contribute to accidents.
Murdock won the first Tree Trimmer's
Jamboree with a climbing line, a Klein "spider saddle" with no side Dees and a No. 8
Fanno without a scabbard. That's about as
essential as you can get. I think it was a
good idea to require a scabbard and a lanyard, but that may have been when the
Jamboree started its downward descent.
The International Champion sets tli:
style for a few years. Sam wore a seai
saddle, Hunter wore a Brv-Dan. It's not the
belt but the man inside.
I don't question that false crotches. re-

1986 Brush Babit Disc Chipper Diesel 6.500
1987 Asplundh 12 inch Drum Diesel 6.500
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directs, ascenders, prusik loops,
carabiners, split tail climbing lines, on
and on and on, have their place in our
industry. What I'm concerned about is a
competitor who is intimidated into thinking that he has to use things he is not
entirely familiar with in order to compete. That's where I think accidents can
begin. I'm concerned about judges who
might be overly impressed by the flash
gadgets and not the person using them.

Judging the Jamboree
When I climb. I use what I have in order to keep the climb as clean and as
'Simple as possible with the highest degree of practical safety. When I judge a
Jamboree. I look through the gear and
judge the climber.
What I look for is the climber who can
read a tree so well that he can hit all three
work stations without having to clear his
line once. That's not always possible, of
course, but that's the ideal. Take two
climbers. The first climbs with hard hat,
saddle, rope. lanyard and saw (as re-

quired). He or she hits every work station with a minimum of fuss and a
maximum of efficiency. Confidence,
skill and balance is apparent from start
to finish. That's what I'm looking for.
If the other climber possesses all of
these qualities but feels the need to string
slings and false crotches from one end
of the tree to the other in order to complete the climb, I'm less impressed. In
the "old days" Maltby, Noonan, Bannon,
Hunter. Smith and Gosnell (and all the
other Chapter champions) climbed
against the clock and themselves. The
differences in equipment were subtle.
Some liked braided climbing line, others used 3-strand. a few clung to manila
as long as possible. The differences in
equipment were subtle enough that I
don't think the gear the climbers took in
the tree ever affected the scoring or the
climb as much as the skill, balance and
talent of the man in the saddle. In the
spirit of the founding fathers of the Jamboree and all who went before, I can only
hope and pray that such is still the case.
There is an effort afoot to ''internation-

alize" the Jamboree rules. Having served
as head judge of the Arbeit Kletter
Baumflegge (Arborists Work Climb) in
Germany in 1993. I can vouch for the enthusiasm the Europeans have for the
Jamboree. The Europeans have some excellent climbers, but their "style" is
different from American Euc Men. Given
a choice between seeing the Jamboree
style go "unlimited" or classic, I vote
classic. Alvarez was right when he
founded the Jamboree as a means to preserve the classic skills. I think that we
should return to its roots and focus on the
essential climber's skill, balance and
movement through the tree. The new
ideas and techniques are important. however. I am confident that we can find a
way to continue to bring new ideas and
equipment to the industry.
A competition is just that - a competition. Professional baseball still "cracks"
the ball with a Louisville Slugger in an
era where every Little Leaguer is "pinging" the ball with an aluminum bat.
Technology can swirl madly through our
lives and our profession - it doesn't have

A0MI
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Front wheels
turn in allowing
the KAN-DU to
go through a
30" gate.

I

Compact enough to get into tight spaces,
big enough to take on any size stump

You KAN-DU large or uprooted stumps
• Designed by tree men for tree men.
• Self propelled - Fast walk travel speed.
• Except for cutting wheel, all work done with hydraulics - including steering.
• Cuts over 30" above ground & 24" below ground.
• Excellent stability for going over curbs, steps, & sidehills.
• Powerful 24 H.P. engine.
• Will out perform all grinders on the market today in all around grinding.

Don't say you can't, say you KAN-DU!
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to affect our sport. I know if my sons.
Mackenzie or Matthew, compete in the
ISA Arborists Jamboree in the year 2023,
I would want to see them compete the
same way I did. If they win, I want to
think that they earned the same belt
buckle that Noonan or Hunter or Maltby
did. I want to think that they are directly
connected to a tradition started 75 years
earlier when Van White was the first to
enter that eucalyptus tree in Santa Bar bara, California.
It's all about standard bearers.

"NEW" Tree Saddle
IV

r A.SAFE
#FP1 04-4D

Bashlin
Tree Saddle
#636

The Jamboree has changed the profession forever. The Jamboree brought Euc
Men to the ISA meetings. Hartford, Connecticut, will never be the same for the
week that Gene Murdock and his friend,
Burt, spent during Jamboree Week, 1980.
Because of the Jamboree, climbers have
become exposed to the "profession" side
of tree trimming years sooner than many
would have through the normal evolution
of field work to management. The Jamboree has proven its universal appeal
throughout the world as well as proven that
Euc Men and Oak Men may be found in
every region of the known world.
The Jamboree has helped to make celebrities out of rope and saddle climbers. Bob
Weber, Ken Palmer, Bob Philips and Sam
Noonan have been across the United States,
Canada and overseas, teaching arborist
skills because of the Jamboree.
Because of the previous attempts at establishing a climbing contest, someone was
bound to try again. Yes, I believe we'd
probably have a Jamboree by now, but
without Alvarez's vision, we might have
the Ladder Event, the Bucket Event and the
Spur Event along with the Work Climb.
May God bless Dick Alvarez and Bailey
Hudson.
TCI
I

BOOTS BY
AMERICAN SAFETY
#7

Thanks to Richard G. Alvarez, Bailey
Hudson, Sam Noonan, Jim Skiera, Bob

r

Macany, Robert Philips and Jeri
Moorman for help in researching this article.
Also, Bob Mazanv, World War II i'et eran and arborist, brought his
world-class background in gymnastics
competition, judging and coaching to the
Jamboree. Before Mazany, Dave
Schaible was the first to suggest using
five work climb judges.
In addition to the individual who made
the local arrangements for the Jamboree site and preparation, the ISA has
usually had a general chairman or special adviser. Sam Noonan and I have
both done the job on a number of occasions, as did Jim Skiera. Gordon Maitit
(Redwood City, California) fills out the
roster of past chairmen with Herschel
Hale (Alabama) currently serving in that
capacity.
Editor's Note: Blair attended his first
Jamboree in 1974. He helped set up the
first ISA Jamboree in St. Louis, Missouri,
in 1976. He climbed in 1977, chaired the
Jamboree in 1978, co-chaired in 1979,
climbed in 1980, co-chaired in 1981,
chaired in 1982, judged in 1983, 1984
and 1985. He chaired in 1986 and helped
Jim Skiera and Sam Noonan reorgani.
the Jamboree in 1989. Sam Noon,
chaired the Jamboree during the yea
Don Blair didn't. In addition, Blair ha
climbed, judged or helped to organi:
Jamborees in California, Oregon, Washington, Texas, Illinois and Germany (for
the ISA European Meeting in 1993).

CARBIDE TIPPED

STUMP CUTTERS
\

U
Tree

I,

Saw
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I

L.H. ST. R.H.

1

1
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HODGES STUMP
CUTTER

STUMP CLAW TEETH STUMP CUTLER

#624

#750122

Bashlin
Climber Pad

B-11-C

B-i-C

AMERICAN SAFETY UTILITY CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 1740
SHELBY, NC 28151

A8

U

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-438-6013

C
®

Call for Master Catalog

STUMP CLAW >
POCKETS

LONG BOLTS
-

R.H. ST. L.H.
REGULAR (STD.)

#105-AC

NEW SMART
POCKETS

>

'lk"
LI

SHORT BOLTS
1 3/4

Buy from the Original Manufacturer

C
ROUND
REVERSIBLE
POCKETS

Border City Tool & Manufacturing Co.
23325 Blackstone Warren, MI 48089-2675
810/758-5574 800/421-5985 fax 810/758-7829
Now Manufacturing and Distributing "STUMP CLAW TEETH"

Please circle 6 on the Reader Service Card
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When you climb on our orange ropes, you're recognized as a professional
who's serious about safety. The instant success of Braided Safety Blue High-Vee
demonstrates that clearly identified climbing ropes promote safety in the tree.
Now, New England Ropes introduces a high visibility version of our famous Safety
Blue three-strand rope and, for those who prefer a 12-strand rope, our completely
redesigned TreeLine with a new abrasion resistant finish and optional fleck pattern.
New England Ropes is committed to making the best climbing ropes possible.
That's why when your safety is on the line, New England Ropes comes through
with flying colors.
,ia

::;:: tale,,
t

please call or write us.

..NEWENGLANIDROPES
23 Pope's Island, New Bedford, MA 02740
rcle 29 on thc Radar Sar ac Card

Phone: (508) 999-2351 FAX (508) 999-5972

Exhibitors at TC1 EXPO '95
ACRT. Inc.
A training booth lor Urban Forestry. Customwed classes in urban lorestry practices, tree
healthcare. ii nec learaiìce. pruning, hazard tree
evaluation ci nib 11g. chain saw sa 6ty and
general tree care safely at the client's location.
Aerial Lift, Inc.
Manufiicturer of Aerial 1.ills ol Miltord. (onnectieut. since 1958. Lifts
Its range in height horn
38 lect to 75 feet.
Agape Designs
('usiom 'lice lee Shuts: Visible messages will
help to heighten tree awareness when you wear
it lice I cc. What better way to say what you
mean than to wear what you believe in!
Albumz Insurance Agency
The leading pros icier ol Workers Compensation, General Liability and Auto Insurance
programs specifically designed for lice ('are
Services natiolmide.

Bryant Orthopedic ', Inc.
Industrial saflity products for the arborist prolessional . I tidustrial back supports. carpal tunnel supports, and safety vests.
Buckingham Mfg. Company
Itucknigham oI'llrs numerous styles of climbers, saddles, lanyards, scabbards and oilier
products for the professional arbortst.
C.S. Pierce - l"AP Company - Knife Div.
Maitullicturer: ('ustoin made knives 'or the
tree care, recyci tug and wood waste industry.
Our professional approach to the arborist industry iiichctdes coitipiete satislliction of every
Person buying our knives - that's quality and
commitment to make your equ i pnletit run even
better.
J.P. Carlton Co., Div. DAF, Inc.
Pro tess i ona I si ititip grinders - rangin g From 25
lip, sell-propelled to 1116 h.p. turbo diesel highest qua! ity. most advanced machines available today.

Altec Industries, Inc.
Alice aerial device illodel LR Ill with Whisper
('hipper and Altec Model L-13-650A Linebacker Sti- foot aerial lift.

Ciba

American Arborist Supplies
The pro lessional's source for everything that
makes the job easier and safer. Conic by octr
booth to see the latest in rigging and safety
eq a iprnent. reference books, diagnostic tools,
sa svs. prunes and power equipment.

('NA Insurance Companies
Protecting your tree care company. ''The Arbori si Progt'am'' for all the corntii i tments you
make. ltiisiiiess insurance.

File American Group - Samson Div.
Braided a mid twisted hail ropes, climbingropes
and cords. Ask to see our ropes at your pioti.si ona I arbori si dealer or contact us it oct r lieiory for a lice catalog and free samples.
American I ntertool
Pruning sasvs, hand pruilers, horticultural
k iii yes, hoppers, hedge shears, iong-artii pot ci's, Bonsai/nursery scissors and resharpening
lies.
American Safety Utility Corp.
I )istributor and manufacturer ot arhorist suplilies iticluditig: Belts, glasses. hats, rope. pruilers, saw and ax sheaths, boots, coolers and first
aid.
meriQu ip
railer mounted aerial lifts includin g the
l,A( Ii. 44. 25-foot side reach and 44-foot
working height. 3611 degree continuous i'sittOon and outstanding portability l'or easy ac_
cess.

'liii'!' 4i

Ornamental

Alamo® - an iniected t'uiigicide for control of
Dutch [liii disease and Oak Wilt. Pits other
horticultural plant protection products.

Corona Clipper
Manu facturer ol' the finest qttal ity hand pt'uilers, hedge shears, loppers, saws and lice pruners.

The Grasshopper Company
Riding rotary zei'o-turim lawn mowers with
year routid attaclinients. Gas & diesel, lt(Ittidcooled and air-cooled. Front sleek lets YOU
see where you're mowing for safe, close
trimming around ii'ees and oilier objects.
(;i'avelv International
Four models of Ii nib and brush chippers. Pro
('hip models 2 10, 3111 and 395 plus the new
Pro ('hip 210-PTO chipper. Powered by
Kohler engines.

Lanphear Supply
('I iiiibtngand nggi ngequipment, tnmniingand pruiiing tools.

Sherrill Arborist Supply
Arhorist supplies/equipment. Show specials available while they last!

Leonardi Teeth
Teeth, pockets, bolts, gi'een wheels and accessories
for stump grindei's. Knil'e blades and anvils for disc
and drstm bruslichippet's. WealsoofIerreshai'pening.

Shindaiwa, Inc.
Lu! I line ofprofessioiial qctality power equipment
ineludi iigchain saws. trimmei's and brush cuttet's as
well its accessories and safety equipment since
1975.

Green (;al'(Ie Div/1111) I ludson \It'g.
,09-C spi'ar guns. ( keen (Imm'de spray hose,
how meters, iuiiips, root Feeders, eompi'ession and backpack sprayers. hose reels and
other Spray accessories.

Miller Machine Works
Powerful, proven, patented situ'np grinding anachirieiits tom the ai'horisi and land clearing operator for
use on tractors horn 30 to ISO horsepower as well as
skid steer loaders.

Sierra Moreno Mercantile Co.
Work-pi-men tools Ibm tree health professionals.
Our coiiipitny leads the industiy in new product
innovation.

Minnesota NVanner Coinpan's
Distributor Im IPM/Plaiit I lealth ('are trucks, sprayem's, ptiiiips & accessories.

Simonds Industries, Inc.
Manuhiietui'er of I,imhitiaior brand brctsh chipper
knives Ion all types oh'machities.

Green Pro Services
Custom sprayers - all sizes - all designs.
Ii quid organic based tree and sht'uh fei't i lizci's. business building services.

Monterey Lawn & Garden Products
( i'owtlm regctlators to control nuisance hi'uits on
American Sweet Gum, ( 'i'abapplc, etc., as well as for
the control ol'niisticioe.

Southco Industries, Inc.
World's premiere Ibresity body mnanuhiictui'er.

Grow Gun ('orp./ISOl.ITI
Latest technology in soil aeration and tree
fertilization. Isohie is an environmentally
safe way to keep soil fractures open and
facilitate oxygen, water and nutrient exchange.

Morbark E-Z Beaver Sales Co.
Manuhiicturei's ofa complete line of brush chippers,
ti'ee chippers and wood waste processing equipment.
Showcasing li-/. Beaver models 5, 7, It), 13 and 17.

Gi'oss'tech, Inc.
Saws, long arm lint lie rs. loppers, hedge shears,
hand pruners, horticultural knives and accessories.

NAA/ISA Communication Network - Telendow
Long distance telephone communication services
exclusively available to the arhonist industry.
Nation Wide Ladder & Equip. Co.
Specialized ladders, compact tool boxes for the
ai'borist industry.

Growth Products Ltd.
Proflissional liqtud I'ertilizers, tit ic roil tit rients,
natural organics and microbial inoculant.

Neenah Foundry Company
lion 'lice ( rates and Tree (iLiards,

Corporate Capital Leasing
The LIX PER'I'S in financing lor new and ctscd
equipment inthearborist tndusti'y! ('all us - get
pre-approved for yoctr ARBOR CARD - take
advantage ot'eq u i piiient spec a Is at 1 ('I I IX P0
'95, Approvals up to 575,111111 without financial
statements: credit lines up to S150,000 for
multiple purchases

Hodges Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Sc! hpropel led tosvable hydm'atil ic stunip 'outers, walk-behind stump routers and heavyduty log splitters.

New England Ropes
Rope maiiuhiictui'er - Spliced goods, braided and
three stranded ehimbingand bull ropes Ibrilie pi'oI'essional arborist.

Ilolan Mfg./Toombs Truck/Equip.
('oniplete truck packages lor the tree care
professional.

Niemeyer Corporation
Arboi'ists' tools, chain saws, hedge shears and log
splitters.

Crawford 'Free & Landscape Services, Inc.
Complete selection of informational educatioiotl videos and slide programs.

II usqvarna Forest & Garden
Professional chain saws, hydrastlie pruning
saws, brush cutters and protective apparel.

Norman Prince Associates, Inc.
Outdoor power eqttipiiieiit pails and accessories
incltiding chain saw pails and guide bars.

Creative Sales, Inc. (CSI)
A('L('AP
& \1LDI('AP Si Systemic liiiplants for trees. A "closed system" for deliver ing fertilizers, micron Lit rients or systemic pesticides directly to the tree being treated.

ilvdroiner, Inc.
Maiitiliictui'es TRAI l.Sl DE ° Poison Ivy BarHer, it lotion that protects skin by forming a
dry, invisible film effective at repelling the
oils of poison ivy, oak and sutnac.Can prevent or minimize immune i'espomise. thereby
'educing lost n ork immime

Northeastern Associates
Arboi'ist supplies. sprityers. Seeourbooih equipment
specials - they won't last forever!

The I)avev 'tree Expert Co.
\ilsji
hic, & Himmihi 1

No-Arbor Products, Inc.
Arbormst supplies, fertiim,ei's. root enh:uneers. Ibhiar
lcililiic'm's. :iimii-im':immspmm':iiit'i. Spi':i\ :idiiv:(mml'. pl;1[ll

Steiner Turf Equipment, Inc.
Stump grinder attachiiiients: shredder/tractor: pro
f'essional lawn mowers.
Stihl Incorporated
Distributor for Stihl Incorporated chain saws and
accessories.
Takagi Tools, Inc.
Hedgers, loppers, pruners: garden tools, handtools;
i'oot cutters, saws h'or cutting PVC pipe.
1'E('O, Inc.
The '['11(0 Saturn features 44-foot side reach that
reduces set-up times and allows operators to position easily in difficult areas. Low maintenance
design.
The Care of Trees
Expanding conipitily with employment/advancement opportunities in the tree care industry.
The Sharp Tool Co., Inc.
Chipper knives Ibrall makes and machines. Sharpening service now available: call Ibr details.
'I'he 'I'oro (onipanv
hub grinder/green waste recycling systems and
heavy-duty utility vehicle with tree care attachments (chippers, vertical liii platfoniis, etc.): sting
trimmei's and lawn care equipment.
Tilton Equipment Company
Jonsered power products, Olympyk power products and chain saw sah'eiy equipment.
Time Manufacturing Company
\'c'ms:ihihl Vi) 55 Iris 61140()1 \\ ()l k 111L, hmeirmhim low

III(It'I It- I I(IL'ili 11- 1 iti ilk' I liii I,

OPP''I
5.

iliiiiitiasicis, Incorporated
\ilatroire, " I he :\rhtirisi's Business Sololion software for 1H )S is \Viiidows allowing
you to manage on tint ted customer I ransac ions including: Fstiniates, proposals, work
tickets, ins oicing. statemetits. 1PM. inveittoiv.
111111 - c.

5.rItorS stems, Inc.
Ness .-\rborSystens FrCC Inpeetion (iiii Mid
Ira ii'ie Sol'tsvat'c br grounds mai fit enalice.

.5.rhortecli
:\rhortech is acaditii.i iiiiiniilaetiii'er of' Chip
bodies liar the arbor industry. Ranging 1rom 9
leet to 16 Icet, one is sure to lit your needs.

5.splundh 'Free Fsperl Compan y
ompanv pror ides a liii range of' sab., costci lietive lute clearance and el1etation thaninement services to the utility industry.

Bandit Industries, Inc.
I lie 111LIUS11A 5 hOst coitiplete line of hand-lcd
shippers. I si dye models. hvdu'aulic IeCd disc and
hum chippers. m-.ingtttg horn (m-iitelm to 14-inch
capacity. Bandit Industries will also he iitroducing
a nesv product line at l( 'I l-;XI'( t '9.

Bartlett \lanufactnring Company
oinplete arhorist supplies 161 111C utility and tree
care indiisti

Bartlett 'lice I'sI)crl Company
liii) oppllrlilmult es m tile ai'horist uidiisti'v

Bashliri I ndtisi ties, Inc.
Manuhactumer of cIunher, saddles, lanyards. liarnesses, aid tool hags. Distributor of' \'ale lope.
saws, p'ue's, extension poles, tt'allic sall-ty devices and West Coast boots,

Bear Cal ('ompanv
Professional chipper.cliipperNlim'eddei's. stump
grinders.
Bell Meadow's ('oittpaimv
I '.11tiipihieilt attd supplies for arborists. tiirestei's and
envtronnietital piolessionals ut our lull-line catalog. You can find evet'ytlming you teed li'oni the
tiatrmes you trust like lelco (R) pruners and saws.
Solo (R) sprayers and Buckingham lice saddles
and climbers.

Bishop ('oiupans'
Bishop Company presents a complete lute of' am'hot'ist supplies for the pnitessioital. Phone ltishop
('o., St (1-42 1-4833, for the nest est product moos atHins and a lice catalog.

111114h Brush Chippers
Complete line ot' pi'imlcssiotial chippers - Whole
tied & hand-ted; 50 to 5(1(1 lip.; durable, sale and
highly products e.

1iiii1i'iiii1i

Il,i\'\

I )el roil Diesel Corporation
Diesel engines torarborist applications such as
clmmppers, tub grinders; manufactured replaceit ien t and new engines.

l)cuti Corporation
Maniilitctiii'er of' air and liquid-cooled diesel
engines that ptisserchippei's arid stump cutters.

I i:: lii iii iii.

oiiipails

'(Ill 11)1 lIs'lll ;111(1 s\ \leIll
Is lics'
\I' golh icl,iis'il slrucuili'cs. lecucii 1111111 Ii 515 aild buildings.
p1

lii U Ii

I'll' II all tord/.-5. lexa ude,' & Alexander
NA.'\-'.pllmlsi)red cmsumihtv and property mmsuiraiice progm'uni oflerillga variety of coscrages i tic I tid I rig umf'ipi -em uses poll sit bit fortree
operations.

)iiiiii Leasing, Inc.
Ilmisult
miii the lies' cim'e uishuisit's Iiimiimce pilessmimimils. (let thus' ;uihimi'mst esliiupiiieitu you ticeul liar the
loss est uitvestmnent today. Fake ads-antage of No
u'cgtulat' paytncitts liur ')I( days. Set tip yotur credit line
toduy.

Pt'otessmonil sitl'tvsignigcpi'oducts li)rtlmearhllrist
iti(lusti'\
UI

'I'rafl"ix Devices, Inc.
Advance ss'ui'iming sugits and portable sit mi stands.
Nesv grabber commes, wuim -kniemm vests, flags and tu
cutniplele I inc oil ighilweiglit plistis' hmm'ricasle produic(s.

Opdvke, Inc.
I Ised equipmhlent for the arborist i mmdustty

Tree
'ret' 1 ailagement Systems, Inc.

J..J. \Iauget Company

The Peas -es- Manufacturing Co.

The only proven mu cr0-u ll . jectioll system that
pI'ommlotcs tm - dc health.

I .imggumlg tools. mmcc pt'uutti rig pulls's uitd equipment. atid
pole line cumtisit'uctullmm tools,

( 'onipsuter soflssiu'e - ''Arhorgoid" - t'orthie Newtoii
poimllmlehimmid Imcldcottiptmtcrand I tIM hotue-bascsh
P(', Iihttiiinutes secretarial entry of' svumt'k orclem'sl
I Iomns'-husesl so((svau'e 'suits sunder MS \'s'muiuhuiss s.

.Jaunesou Corporation

Petersen Industries, Inc.

'I'ree 'tech \1 icroinjection Systems

knuckle hooiim hm'ushi log limb loader with grapple.

Pestucudesand f'et'tuhuzcu's liartree hetultbu cars' iulmiitriistered by plastic mmils'm'oumipcs'tii mu units.

E-i. Implements, Inc.

\lintmlictiirer'sprofessional lummeim('hiighmelectric grade ti -ce trumnumumug and mite clearance
poles. Aerial bucket hydraulic tool holders.
Durable, si Ic and s ersat i Ic.

Ii-! Digger. hi-/ (it'ader, E-Z 3-point Quick
II itch Adaptor and The "Free Master Spade.

John Bean Sprayers

The I)oggeti Corporation
M\ Col I ree - Soil-applied nmycorrluiae,
l)oggett's Natural Resoui'ce irnpt'oves the soil
and Stimulates t'oimt gi'umwt It through enhanced
nutrient uptake. (ft -gone soil amendments and
Iliriilu/crs.

Plastic Composites Corporation
I-huckets, Nacket Imitet's, booms, boom cuts -ct's and
lihct'glass guards and covers liarmany niakesof'aet'ial
intuit lull trucks.

Complete line of' urborisi sprayers.

Polecat Industries

Engine Center, Inc.
Complete bite of' lord engines for the arlionst
industry.

Kan-Du St loopers

Mmimii lmctuim'erof sd l-pt'opelled, operator-driveti aerial

Small portable machine ss'ith big stumiump 'cnuts il capubi lilies.

liIts.

Poulan PRO

I:tigiiiu' I)isl rihulors. Inc.
1-01al, I )eati umil I uhutta industrial diesel and
gasoline etlgIiies. ()[her locations: Archdale,
.Iacksimns 1 lIe, h- I..

Karl Kueinnierling, Inc. - Ohio
Arhumrists tools uid equui puhient. utm i fiarnis, the
Mills &- Merrill ehupper product Imime, Hodges
Stiuttip Routers,

Complete camas bags & bucket covers fur
vumuir arbortst equuipimterut -

PoulanIT( ) eltummi sass's, trimmers, blowers and
itmiissers - Al specifically liar the arhorisl industry.
New saw designs hiss' usailable f'oryosur inspectuoul.

ki'al'l Poster
/\uitimtmiitic fluid power takeoff' liar chippers:
il 50 1 m'cmilumt c C011111- 01 111-lid power tikeo It.

Msmi'c pm'odtuctis e muisf less streilumituis I Imn operant 11-1
a chain stiss' mit small brush. Sascs ill labor and
replacement blade costs. See this awesome brush
cuttimig tool.

Ititi'uxlucimmgouirmmcss -est suiinipcuuttet'sutidtuhgm'itider
cshiull)mmiemit timid accessories to the tide cue market
tulutumg wuulu Auto Feed II & Atuio Sweep, brush
s'hm uppeu's timid tide sPtusles.

\\aII Safety Products
Posse,' & Telephone Supply Co.

Estex 5.1 antitlict tiring

'lull' Kutt, Inc.

Vermeer \taiiutactu 1- ing Company

I )msiribuior ol urbulmIsu simpplies

as hydrauhis'
tools, i'ope, belts, pt'umiel's, safety equtptnetli_etc. Ness
"Repair & Service ('etlict" liar repair of' hydraulic
tools and rope splicing and rigging services,
SLICII

Mtumtuliuctuiu'er ob i'ope tumid specialized arhoi'ust rigging equipment liar the arborisl industry.

Weaver Leather, Inc.

111-

Amborisu supplies uncludumg positioning saddles,
elmunher pulls, strips, guards, pi'uuner puicltes,
slmcatlms, hiolstci's, scubbit'sls, axC giuim'ds, replaceilicill pads tuimd mnom'e.

I'r5.1(' Corp - ACC Specialty

I-L&l'sI Outdoor Posse,' Equipment

At'borisi insecticides and pesticides: I alstar
I t)WP insecticmde mtmmticide, 'l'ltmodmn St(WPittd
Astm'ut 3.21 - ' iimsecimcide-.. ,'\stmml 25WP mnsecimcii Ic

Commercial chiippem's, stillmmpei's, log sphittei's fimr the
mi'bot'ust mimdtustt'v,

NN ehster Corporation
Deep moot llrtul tinubiomi nmuchm ne designed to uticom'l)mute Iertuluiermn holes drulled Lill to IS mnchesdecp.
3 Imitics per miiiuiute.

Rayco Manufacturing, Inc.

Welliiigtoui Commercial Cordage

)lily RAY( ( ) Nw kls time most cittnpleme I imie o ('high
perfomimiuce s'smttcrs aimd cutting teeth in time ss'oi'ld Ii
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OSHA Reform Picks Up

Steam

By Brian Barnard
Sweeping change to the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) is likely if Congress implements
the provisions included in Rep. Cass
Ballenger's (R-NC) OSHA Reform bill
(H.R. 1834). This could mean good news
for tree care firms around the country
who have strong safety programs but
continue to be under the watchful eye of
OSHA.
The entire premise of OSHA's existence will be radically altered with the
"Safety and Health Improvement and
Regulatory Reform Act of 1995," H.R.
1834. Under the proposal, more than half
of OSHA funds would be spent on nonenforcement programs such as
consultation and training. Small businesses with 50 or fewer employees
would be exempt from routine OSHA inspections if they have
better-than-average accident rates. Currently, businesses with 10 or fewer
employees are exempt from routine
OSHA inspections.
Further changes include providing employers with a 30-day grace period to fix
hazards noted by OSHA (less time given
if employee safety is jeopardized) before
OSHA could issue citations. OSHA
would also be prohibited from issuing
citations for certain paperwork violations, including record-keeping and
employee notification.

Voluntary protection program
One area that is particularly appealing
to firms that have an aggressive safety
program and exemplary safety records is
the expansion of OSHA's Voluntary Protection Program. This program
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The entire premise of OSHA 's existence will be
radically altered with the "Safety and Health
Inprovement and Regulatory Reform Act of 1995."

recognizes and grants exemptions from
enforcement inspections to employers
with good safety records and significant
involvement of employees in their safety
and health programs.
While H.R. 1834 provides many benefits to small business, one of the most
dramatic is the change in developing new
regulation. Specifically, the reform bill
would require the agency to apply a costbenefit analysis and risk-assessment to
pending and future standards. This
means that OSHA would have to prove,
as stated in the bill, that "the identified
benefits of the standard are likely to exceed the identified costs of the standard."

Review of standards
Current OSHA standards are also addressed in H.R. 1834. All existing OSHA
standards would be reviewed within seven
years to "modify or revoke such standards
as appropriate." Thus, persons affected by
a current OSHA standard may petition the
Agency to change or repeal the rule.
Rep. Ballenger's bill proposes to eliminate the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health (NIOSH), and merge the
Mine Safety and Health Administration
(MSHA) into OSHA. NIOSH is a training
arm of OSHA.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - AUGUST 1995

This bill places greater emphasis on
training employers and employees in safe
work practices and reduces the "do-it-orget-fined" tone so often characterized with
OSHA regulations. Interestingly, the
Clinton Administration implemented these
same OSHA consultation themes earlier
this summer.
The House Economic and Educational
Opportunities Subcommittee on Workforce
Protection held hearings on H.R. 1834 in
June. It is expected that the full House will
approve the bill. Those parties concerned
with merging MSHA with OSHA may have
the lobbying power necessary to stop this
merge, but the major components of H.R.
1834 pertinent to tree care firms will likely
be included in the final version.
In the Senate, Judd Gregg (R-NH) and
Kay Bailey Hutchison (R-TX) have introduced OSHA Reform bills 5 526 and 592
respectively.
Look for OSHA reform to be a hot topic
by summer's end. Tree firms are encouraged
to contact their legislators and express their
support for OSHA reform legislation.

Brian Barnard is Government Aff a irs
specialist for the National A rhorist Association.

Stop Call Reluctance
By Richard Ensrnan Jr.
Call reluctance. That unnerving condition sends shivers down the spines of
sales reps, business owners and anyone
who sells. It affects both newcomers to
sales as well as seasoned professionals,
and people in every industry and trade.
Some people encounter call reluctance
throughout their careers; to others, it
conies and goes.
Put simply, people who suffer from
call reluctance just can't get started on
their selling tasks. They dawdle and
doodle, making up a myriad of excuses
for putting off those all-important telephone calls or sales visits. In extreme
cases - where call reluctance persists
over an extended period - livelihoods and
even the financial stability of business
firms can be threatened.
Bottom line: Calling on prospective
customers builds sales. If you don't call,
you don't sell.
To help you understand why you, or
the people around you, might encounter
call reluctance, read on. You'll learn
about common causes of this condition and later, about some prospective remedies.

Reasons for call reluctance
So. why might you encounter call reluctance?
Fear of losing approval. Perhaps
ou crave the approval and esteem of
other people, including customers and
prospects. If so, you probably worry
about calling on prospects who may not
like you, your product or your company.
Consequently, you put off making those
tough calls.
* Overpreparation. Do you take a
lot of time "getting ready?" If so. you

probably spend excessive time reading
about customers, making notes, organizing files, talking to colleagues - all on
the grounds that compulsive preparation
will somehow lead to success.
* Fear of the competition. If you become anxious about offending your
competitors, you probably become anxious about calling on prospects. You
might worry legitimately or not - that
angry competitors will work doubly hard
to take your business away.
* Thinking that prospects will come
to you. When a prospective customer
calls you out of the blue, you're naturally
delighted, as you should be. But if you
want - and expect - most of your new
business to come in this way, you may
end up substituting analysis and written
sales appeals for face-to-face meetings
in the usually misguided hope that your
efforts will bring new customers to your
doorstep.
* Too much analysis. "Paralysis by
analysis" occurs when you spend so
much time thinking about your prospects
that you have no time left to act on your
thoughts. If you're an analyzer. you
might spend excessive time making up
charts, lists and files of your prospects.
* Fear of conversation. If you're
about to approach an unfamiliar prospect
- or a prospect who has a background
fundamentally different from other customers - you might be hesitant about
opening the conversation. So you take
the easy way out: You put off making the
call.
* Need for organization. The need
for organization is a compulsion among
some sales people. If you suffer from this
affliction, you spend time arranging furniture in your office, plotting travel
patterns for your sales calls, and even reTREE CARE INDUSTRY - AUGUST 1995

hearsing every call, point by point, objection by objection, in excruciating
detail. There's nothing wrong with organization, of course, but taken to extremes
it can become a substitute for authentic
sales effort all too easily.
* Baggage from the past. Had a difference of opinion with the prospect or
her company in the past? If so, you might
worry about how you're going to breach
the gulf between the two of you and put
off the sales call in the process.
* Role confusion. People who sell
play a variety of roles: consultant,
trainer, product sampler, listening post,
to name a few. If you're not sure about
the role a customer wants you to play,
you might put off dealing with him.
* Boredom, Yes, some sales people
find certain calls to be pure drudgery calls requiring travel or excessive waiting time, for instance. It's easy to put
these off.
* Need for quick gratification.
Maybe you're the type of action-oriented
person who wants quick results. If so, calling on people who may put you through the
hoops - multiple sales meetings, committees and all the rest - can become a low
priority for you.

Getting rid of call reluctance
Whatever the roots of your call reluctance, you can combat this condition. Most
anti-call reluctance strategies are mental
strategies - tricks you play on yourself to
put those tough calls in perspective and
make them a more palatable part of your
ongoing sales responsibilities. Here are a
few of the best techniques you can use to
get rid of call reluctance and boost your
productive sales activity.
* Script the call. Scripting is useful
whenever you're about to make an uncomfortable call. Scripts, covering key
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conversation points, rebuttals to objections, even casual small talk, aren't
meant to be recited word for word.
Rather, they help create a comfort zone
around the sales conversation and provide one-liners and topics you can easily
fall back on.
* Set goals. By setting daily or weekly
call goals for yourself, you create benchmarks by which you can evaluate your
success. Goals can cover the number of
calls to be made, number of "tough" calls
initiated, number of cold prospects met
and more. You might even think about
setting a goal establishing a desired number of unsuccessful calls, recognizing
that a large volume of seemingly failed
calls lays the groundwork for future success.
* Reward yourself. No one may reward
you for completing calls, but you can reward yourself. Offer yourself a simple
reward for completing a series of tough
calls or finishing a hard day's work. The
reward might be nothing more than "time
out" for an hour. lunch with a friend, or
some other personal treat. But experienced
sales professionals know that these simple

personal rewards are very powerful.
* Track your efforts. Set up a simple
information system, allowing you to track
calls made and completed. This homegrown data system will allow you to keep
tabs on your progress. As you monitor yourself, you'll become ever more conscious
about the value of your time - and eager to
pack as many calls into those limited hours
as possible.
* Visualize the worst. Since fear is often a component of call reluctance, try to
identify the worst things that can happen
to you as the result of a sales call. As you
dwell on these thoughts for a few moments.
you'll usually realize that these seemingly
harsh outcomes really aren't that bad at all.
* Learn from your tough calls. By
treating difficult calls as genuine learning
experiences, you can always glean positive
results from most of them. Keep a log next
to your telephone or in your car and jot
down an insightful sentence or two after
each call. Your insights might cover the
personalities of prospects, unusual objections, tricks for getting the conversation
started. You'll eventually start to look
forward to making entries into your log
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- and completing the calls that provide
the gist for the entries.
* Follow procedures. You can often
beat call reluctance by turning each call
into a well-defined series of procedures,
or action steps, that can take the fear and
uncertainty out of the process. These
steps can cover the gamut of the sales
call: introducing yourself to the
prospect's receptionist, handing out presentation materials with a flourish,
confronting interruptions and much
more.
* Motivate yourself. Keep a series of
motivational quotations and proverbs
handy. Pull out your collection whenever
and wherever you feel call reluctance beginning to take hold and then ponder a
relevant saying or two.
* Turn it into fun and games. Turn
your sales calls into a game. Drop tokens
into ajar every time you complete a call.
Or reinforce your efforts through point systems, awarding yourself points for various
accomplishments. Enter contests with yourself in an attempt to beat last week's
performance. Or try to compute the longterm dollar value of the relationships that
arise out of your calls.
* Praise yourself. One of the best ways
you can combat call reluctance is to praise
yourself. You have much to offer customers: quality goods, a willingness to go the
extra mile to resolve problems, personal
integrity. Your efforts and achievements arc
worthy of praise. Convince yourself of thc
truth of this statement and you'll become
ever more eager to go out and convince
those tough customers as well.
TCI

Richard Ensinan Jr. is a freelance
writer based in Rochester, New York,
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Study Focuses on Ectomycorrhi I Fungi
By Dr. Donald H. Marx
Marvin D. Pettway
Roger D. Mellick

Can specific fungi be introduced into urban soils to form ectomycorrhizae on the
roots of landscape trees? Can this inoculation be performed within the framework of
a professional tree health care operation?
What effects do fertilizers have on inoculation?
Seeking the answers to these questions
was the initial motivating force behind this
study. The purposes of this experiment
were to determine the ability of the spores
of a specific fungus. Pisolithus tinctorius
(Pt), to form ectomycorrhizae on oaks in
the University of Michigan soils and to
determine the fine-root/mycorrhizae
growth potential of urban/campus trees following root-injection of an organic/
inorganic fertilizer.
Ultimately, the goal is to determine
whether inoculation of landscape trees with
specific mycorrhizae can reduce urban
stress on trees.
Trees in forests and in urban environments absorb most of their essential
inorganic nutrients and water through the
tine root- mycorrhizal system which develops in the upper eight to 12 inches of soil
profile. Mycorrhizae are the mutually beneficial relationships of specific fungi
colonizing young feeder roots. Mycorrhitae means fungus (myco) - roots (rhiza).
The biology of fine roots- mycorrhizae is
dynamic. Mycorrhizae are a product of the
tine roots on the woody lateral root system,
they grow and extend the root systems into
new soil volumes and they are maintained
by sugars (i.e.. photosynthates) from the
tree. These fine roots-mycorrhizae eventually die but are replaced almost
COfl till U() U Sly.

Our results showed that
fertilization strongly
stimulated fine root
biomass and increased
ectomycorrhizal development.

In order for fine roots and mycorrhizae
to form and function, a healthy tree canopy
must produce and furnish photosynthate to
the root system.
The soil must have favorable physical.
chemical and microbiological properties.
Physically, the soil must be able to store
adequate water and contain sufficient oxygen (aeration). These physical
characteristics depend on the soil type, organic content and bulk density of the soil.
Chemically, the soil must have the desired
level of alkalinity or acidity (ph) for nutrient solubility, contain essential inorganic
nutrients and have sufficient organic matter necessary for tree health.
Microbiologically. the soil must contain
certain critical free-living microbes for organic matter decomposition and subsequent
nutrient release. Also, at the microbiological level, the soil must contain sufficient
inoculufll of the root-obligate, mycorrhizal
fungi in the root zone. High inoculum potential of these fungi is needed to assure
rapid mycorrhizal development on newly
formed feeder roots. Can this potential be
reached by inoculation with specific fungi?
Unlike most forest soils. many soils supTREE CARE INI)tSTRV - L(;tST 1995

porting urban trees are compacted, low in
organic matter and have abnormal high
pH's due to construction debris and to alkaline irrigation water from city sources.
These conditions contribute to poor aeration, unfavorable pH. low water-holding
capacity. low microbial activity and probably low inoculum potential of mycorrhizal
fungi in the soil. These conditions will not
contribute to the development and mainteiiance of a healthy feeder root system.
However, little research has been done to
study the response of feeder roots/mycor rhizae to these soil factors on urban trees
or trees under the influence of a great deal
of people pressure. Needless to say. no one
has reported on attempts to introduce specific ectomycorrhizal fungi to roots of
established urban trees.

Specifics of the study
Location - Two studies were installed
but only one had adequate replication. The
study was located next to the Simpson
Memorial Building on the campus of the
University of Michigan. Ann Arbor. It involved Quercus rubra (red oak) each 10 to
18 inches in diameter at breast height. The
trees are about 12 to 15 feet apart and the
ground cover is a sparse fescue gras.
Installation of root-ingrowth cores Root Ingrowth Core Kit (RICK) was used
to measure fine root ingrowth. A soil core
extractor was driven with a sledge hammer
eight inches deep into the highly compacted
soils. The soil was removed from the extractor and roots were separated from the
soil over a 1!4-inch mesh screen. Rootfree soil was temporarily placed in
plastic zip-lock bag. A plastic root-in
growth core was placed in each hole. TL
ingrowth cores are three inches in diam
eter by eight inches in length with 16 3
16-inch holes per square inch of core
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Table 1. Fine root/ectomycorrhizal response of oak trees after five months to fertilizer and different rooting mixes in
root-ingrowth cores on the University of Michigan.
WITH FERTILIZER
RIC
Treatment'
SO
SV
SV+SPO
SVP
SVP+SPO
AVERAGE

Fine Root
gm/yd
32
104
296
188
392

Ectomy Rating

202

WITHOUT FERTILIZER

Feeder Root Potential'

Fine Root

Ectomy Rating 3

Feeder Root Potential'

gmlyd

1
2
3
3
4
2.6

0.3
2.1
8.8
5.6
15.7

22
50
246
180
264

6.5

152

1
2
3
3
3
2.4

0.2
1.0
7.4
5.4
7.9
4.4

SO = Soil only
SV = Soil and vermiculite
SV+SPO = Soil and vermiculite + Pt spores
SVP = Soil and vermiculite and peat moss
SVP+SPO = Soil and vermiculite and peat moss + Pt spores
2
Fine roots (dry wt. gm ) from RIC X 200 = fine root biomass (gm) per yd2 (9ft2) of surface 8' depth of soil
Ectomycorrhizal rating is based on visual estimates of percent feeder roots ectomycorrhizal: 1 = 20%; 2 = 40%; 3 41-60%; 4 = 61-80%;
5 = 81-100%
' Feeder root potential = fine root biomass x ectomycorrhizal rating
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wall. Fine roots and ectomycorrhizae
were observed from all extracted soil
cores indicating that all ingrowth cores
were placed in active feeder-root areas.
Ingrowth core treatments - Root-Pro
12 (now Mycorr Tree Pt injectable), a
product containing spores of Pt, was specially formulated. We chose Pt because
it is a demonstrated stress site fungus and
is highly beneficial to trees under adverse
conditions such as urban soils. The four
treatments were pure vermiculite, with
and without spores (both at pH 7.0), and
a 1-to-i mix of peat moss and vermiculite, with and without spores (both at pH
5.5). These four treatments were thoroughly mixed 1-to-i with the root-free
soil. A fifth treatment was root-free soil
alone. These mixtures were used to fill
the plastic root-ingrowth cores. Cores
were placed about eight feet from the
bases of the oak trees because the trees
were large and sufficiently close to have
a continuous feeder root zone between
them. The soil contained a minimum of
construction debris and appeared to have
a natural soil profile. Nine replicates of
each of the five core treatments were initially installed at random. Chemical
analysis of samples of soil, soil/vermiculite mix and soil/vermiculite/peat moss
30

mix at the end of the study was done by
A&L Labs, Memphis, Tennessee.
Fertilizer injection - Doggett' s Natural Resource Fertilizer, a product of the
Doggett Corporation, was injected using
the recommended rates and methods. The
inorganic analysis of this product is approximately 1-0-9 with chelated Fe, Mn
and Zn. Organically, it contains the
biostimulants humates, kelp, fish meal
and yucca. The fertilizer was injected
with a hydraulic sprayer fitted with a soil
probe unit to penetrate no more than six
to eight inches into the soil. The pressure
was 150 to 200 psi. The recommended
"plus" rate of 0.50 pounds of fertilizer
per 100 gallons of water was injected
into these highly compacted soils. The
injections began 1.5 feet from the trunk
of the trees because of their close grouping. We made the injections 2 1/2 to 3
feet apart and injected 0.25 to 0.50 gallons of fertilizer solution per injection
point, averaging 14 gallons per tree and
28 injection sites. Several trees received
multiple treatments because of their
proximity. All treatments were installed
between June 1 and 3, 1994. A herbicide
was sprayed around each core to minimize
the occurrence of grass roots that might
compound the results. In November, a knife
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - AUGUST 1995

was used to cut around the outside of each
ingrowth core. The cores were removed
from the soil and their contents screened
to collect new root ingrowth. Fine roots/
mycorrhizae were washed, visually evaluated and oven-dried to obtain wcILlits of
fine roots and mycorrhizae.
Results - The study was conducted in a
"real-life" landscape rather than a research
plot. An advantage is the greater applicability of the results to landscap
maintenance/tree professionals. A disad vantage is that unexpected events can
interfere with the study. In this study, an
errant mowing crew made some of our RIC
identification tags unreadable, which reduced replication in some treatments to four
or seven cores.
Nonetheless, our results showed that:
Fertilization strongly stimulated fine
increased
and
biomass
root
ectomycorrhizal development. The result of
thse two root responses produced about a
50% increase in feeder root potential.
Soil mixtures in RIC's also produced positive results. It appears that
anything mixed with the soil (vermiculite and/or peat moss) stimulated fine
root growth. Peat moss stimulated more
fine root response. These additives probably increased water-holding capacity in
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the mixes. This was significant since
little rain occurred prior to August.
3. Pt spores stimulated fine root development and increased the percentage of
ectomycorrhizal development in the fertilizer treatment with peat moss. With
increased fine root biomass and increased ectomycorrhizal development,
there is, logically, an increase in total
numbers of ectomycorrhizae. This is reliected in the consistently larger feeder
root potential. The distinctive mustardyellow ectomycorrhizae of P. tinctorius
were observed on most samples inoculated with this fungus.
Chemical analyses of the core contents
average of all mixes) at the end of the
study showed that the fertilizer decreased
pH from 7.2 to 6.7. total nitrogen from
2180 to 1700 parts per million (ppm).
available P from 38 to 25 ppm, and calcium from 1850 to 987 ppm. The drop
in soil pH due to the fertilizer was likely
due to the humic acids in the formulation. The peat moss component did not
significantly affect soil pH. Decreases in
N, P and Ca were likely due to their absorption and utilization by greater
amounts of fine roots/mycorrhizae in the
cores of the fertilizer treatments.
We have concluded from this preliminary study that it is possible to artificially
introduce a specific ectomycorrhizal fungus into an established ectomycorrhizal
population on urban trees and that the
Doggett fertilizer stimulated fine root
growth and subsequent ectomycorrhizal
development on the established oak
trees. Unfortunately. the study design in
volved numerous treatments on the sani
root system of most trees. Therefore, ' L
were not able to measure an aboveground tree response to individual
treatments since each tree received the
benefit of multiple treatments.

Dr. Donald H. Marx is affiliated with
Plant Health Care, Inc., Frogmore,
South Carolina; Marvin D. Pettway with
the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
Michigan; and Roger Mellick with
Doggett Corporation, Lebanon, New
Je rsev.
The mention of certain products in this
article does not constitute an endorsement by Tree Care Industry or the
National A rborist Association.
Please circle 46 on the Reader Service Card
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Keeping History Alive
Consulting arborists, engineer design extraordinary support system for ancient tree

The community of Balmvil!e. part of
the Town of Newburgh in Orange
County, just north of New York City, is
rallying to save an eastern cottonwood
(Populus deltoides) which began its long
life before the dawn of the 18th century.
Balmville is named for the tree, which
was originally thought to be a Balm of
Gilead (Populus balsainifera var.
(indicans).
Age has begun to take its toll on this
historic tree, but the community is working to raise funds for a mechanical
support consisting of a central column
and four double reinforcing guys. Tree
limbs would be attached to the column
h\ means of guy cables.
The support system is the recommendation of ACRT. Inc.. an Ohio-based urban
forestry professional services firm. The
firm also recommended that a permanent
barricade be built to replace the temporary
barricade at the tree's dripline.
The New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation (DEC) retained ACRT in mid-1994 to inspect the
tree and report on its biological and
structural condition after four independent consulting arborists in 1992
inspected the tree and reported that the
tree is structurally unsound and should
he removed.
A team of three ACRT professionals consulting arborist Richard E. Abbott
and plant pathologists Dr. Christopher J.
Luley, manager of ACRT's northeast office in upstate New York, and Dr.
Kenneth C. Miller - plus professional engineer, Donald E. Ruff, P.E., from Canon
Engineering in Jackson, Michigan, inspected the tree.
They found that the tree is overmature,
has extensive decay and a large limb had

_*S4

broken in June 1994. Growth, however,
has continued at a sufficient rate to maintain the existing canopy. The ACRT team
concluded that the tree is structurally unsound and should be removed unless
certain remedial steps are taken.
While the support system was the main
recommendation, the ACRT team also
made several biological recommendations. For example, the team suggested
soil aerification by a method known as
vertical mulching, fertilization, insecticide application when needed, vine
removal and covering a cavity at the base
to reduce the chance of entry by people
or animals.
DEC accepted the ACRT recommendations and authorized design of the
mechanical support system. The design
was finished this past April and construction will begin when all approvals are
recei \ed and materials are assembled.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - AUGUST 1995

Designers of the system have determined
that it will cost $ 15.000 to construct the
support. The project is being privately
funded through community support and
numerous groups have volunteered labor
and materials. Actual construction is expected to take only a day.
With the mechanical support in place,
the ACRT team estimates that the tree
has a 50 17c chance of remaining structurally intact for 10 years and a 25% chance
of surviving for 20 years. Thanks to public and private support, coupled with
innovative engineering, the Balmville
tree will soon enter Its fourth century of
life.
TCI

Established in 1985, ACRT, Inc., is an
internationally recognized urban forestrv professional services firm
operating coast to coast and in Canada.
Clients include municipalities and governmental agencies, utilities,
commercial a rborists, industrial compa,,ies, architects and engineering firms.
The name reflects the firm 's services Appraisals, Consulting, Research and
Training. ACRT. which is headquartered
in Cuvahoga Falls, Ohio, serves clients
in the Northeast from an office in the
Finger Lakes community of Naples, New
York. The firm also operates a number
of field offices across the country.
Share your innovation with TCI and we
will pay you $100. Submissions become the
property of TCI and are subject to editing
for grammar, style and length. Color or
black-and-white photos are welcome. Entries must include the name of a company
and a contact person or the- will not he
(olislic' red toe 1niblu Utioll.
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November 3

September 14-15

September 26

Michigan Forestry and Park Assn. Conf
Southfield, Mich.
Contact: 517-482-5530

Building With Trees
Bonner Springs, Kan.
Contact: Nat'l Arbor Day Found., 402474-5655

Building With Trees
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Contact: National Arbor Day Foundation,
402-474-5655

September 20
Landscape Expo
Howard County Fairgrounds
West Friendship, Md.
Contact: Jean Rankin, 301-990-9771

YOUR BUSINESS
RIDES ON DUECO

November 16-18
TCI EXPO '95
Indiana Convention Center/RCA Dome
Indianapolis, Ind.
Contact: 800-733-2622

October 3 & 4
Vegetation Mgrnt. for ROW Workshop
Southern Illinois University (Carbondale)
Contact: Jane Evers, 618-453-5683

C

P.O. Box 6

The
Affordable
Portables

IN 46356

(219) 696-1440

A •..-_... [T --7.

Models with
18, 20, 22 & 25
HP Kohler engines
30' stump removed
12' deep 9 minutes

•..: ..• .

HI-Ranger 5FI.52PBRI. Cab guard, chipbox
mounted to a 1986 GNIC VS gas engine. 5/2
manual traft9nkson.

o

•.

•.

-

.'

During August,
your company colors
painted at no charge!

I

SAFETY FEATURES
Guards on belts.
• Full control, positive balance, visual contact of work.
• Both wheels automatically lock when working machine.
• When disengaging cutler, cutter stops and does not free wheel.

vm

•

Please circle 16 on the Reader Service Card

Aerial Lift ALSO. 50' to bottom of the bucket
Steel cab guard, dilpbox, 19$9 Ford E700 diesel
170, automadctrannkslon. This unit Is in very
wee shapel
Many other models available.

5 O th Anniversary and Still Growing
Stump Grinder
Brush Chipper .......
Chain Saw................

L
CX1

01 V. C3

• Teeth • Pockets • Bolts • Green Whe1s
• Knives • Anvils' Resharpening
• Files, round & flat • Wooden handles

A!! items stocked for immediate delivery.

H e are a Manufacturer. No account is too large or too small to handle.

0N

Buy - Rent -Sell-Trade
Aj

0 qc

U.S.A.

4D

Financing Options Available

N

MADE IN
Q

%oNC
,

Since 1945

POP

Call today
24 hrs, 7 days a wk.

Limb-inato

1400-50-DUECO (38326)
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Since 1832

Free Catalog:

UTILITYoi
Please circle 15 on the Reader Service Card
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Waukesha, Wisconsin

P

N

.Oi'U)

1 - 800- 537- 2552
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We accept Visa,
Master Card
American Express

EONARDI
LEONARDI MFG. CO . INC.. • 2728 ERIE DRIVE ' WEEDSPORT, N.Y. 13166' (315) 834-6611 • FAX (315) 834-9220
Please circle 23 on the Reader Service Card
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Excellence in Arboriculture:
The National Arborist Associations
first annual Excellence in Arboriculture
Awards Program reflects its members
commitment to preserving the health and
beauty of trees in urban and suburban
environments throughout the world. This
program rewards and recognizes commercial tree care professionals who
execute tree care projects of exceptional
quality and recognizes companies and
citizens who under write such projects.
The NAA strives to increase public

An Awards Competition Sponsored by the NAA

awareness of environmental improvement through excellence in tree care. The
Association feels such recognition promotes quality tree care and fosters a
greater appreciation for the benefits of
trees and the professional care of trees.
In addition, the Association hopes that
this program will challenge those responsible for tree care throughout the country
to achieve a higher level of excellence.
The awards program recognition benefits include: presentaion of awards at

NAAs Management Conference. scheduled for February 13-18 in San Diego; a
wall plaque displaying the award certificate: and a pictorial announcement and
feature article in TCI magazine.
Membership in the National Arborist
Association is required to be eligible for
the contest.
For more information, contact the
NAA at 800-733-2622.

Fifteen Speakers To Offer Seminars at TCI EXPO '95
Tree Care Industr Exposition 9. the
country's leading tree care trade show.
has retained 15 guest speakers to offer
seminars on a wide range of tree care
business and techinical topics. Two of
the seminars are free and several offer
ISA Continuing Education Units and
Pesticide Applicator Recertification
Credits.
Some of this year's topics include:
Preventing Construction Damage to
Trees - Dr. Jim Clark: Financing Your
Tree Care Operation - Joe Skoda: Basic
Tree Physiology - Dr. Bill Chaney: lop
Insect Pests & Control Strateies - Cliff

Sadof: Managing with Your Financial
Statements - Arthur Batson: Root & Soil
Manipulation for Tree Health - Dr.
Donald Marx: Honing Your Diagnostic
Techniques - Tim Johnson; Managing for
Employee and Personal Productivity Randall Stutman: Tree Fertilization - Dr.
Elton Smith: Innovative Employee Hiring and Retention - Peter Sortwell: Top
Disease Pests/Control Strategies - Paul
Pecknold; Fresh Approaches to Sales and
Marketing - Richard Proudfoot; Mature
Tree Preservation Through Pruning - Dr.
Kim Coder.
TCI EXPO '95 will also offer a spe-

cial ISA Certification Prep Session.
IC! EXPO '95 will bring together
more than 120 exhibitors, along with
workshops and demonstrations on November 16. 17, and 18 at the Indiana
Convention Center & RCA Dome in Indianapolis. Indiana. Admission to the
trade show is free, but attendees must
register to enter.
For more information or to receive
your registration kit, which includes hotel and travel discount opportunities,
contact the National Arborist Association. P.O. Box 1094, Amherst. NH
03031-11)94 or call 800-733-2622.

'X'IIVIEERWOLF
-

'#

avor"I

Fire Wood Processing
Equipment
Splitters, Processors & Conveyors
for the Professional and Homeowner
over 10 years experience in the business.
118 Spruce Street
Rutland, VT 05701
BO2-77-'fr227
Ic 45 un the Radcr Scr% i.c Card
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Summer
Reading List
As if we had the time...
Several new business books are out that should get you
thinking. First up is 'The E-Myth Revisited," by
Michael E. Gerber, Harper-Business, $15. It is subtitled
"Why Most Small Businesses Still Don't Work and
What You Can Do About Yours." The author walks the
reader through many misconceptions. He feels that
many entrepreneurs invest in a business and expect to
make a fair return automatically. He feels many small
businesses fail because owners, while working hard,
often do the wrong work.
It came as a shock to me and I am sure, to other
managers/owners, when I realized success depended on
my ability to manage the bad news not the good. My
success depended on my solving the problems, not
hovering around what was working right. From this
realization I understood that I must have financial
information in a format that made the problem areas
immediately apparent. Is your financial data in a format
that helps you know where the problems are
developing?
The other major lesson I learned early on, was that I
was in the people business as well as the tree business.
I, like most had no training in personnel management,
but it didn't take me long to realize that I had to
constantly be attentive and spend time with people or I
was always going to have problems. The only tools I
had were the "Golden Rule" and the common sense to
focus on the people aspects of the business.
"The Complete Guide to Selling a Business" by
Michael K. Semanik and John H. Wade, Amacom,
$22.95. This book covers everything about selling a
business. Chapter 2 contains the bad news. The author
states that the owner must look ahead and create longterm value in order to sell a business. The book is a
step-by-step guide to building value, a process that can
take years.
Many go right up to retirement thinking they can sell
their business, that its value lies in the client base,
reputation and equipment. What a shock it must be
when a prospective buyer wants to know about the
people, the next generation coming along. Anyone can
buy equipment off a dealer's lot and advertise for
customers. The only real value we have is the
organization. the people. This is the real value in any
company. In our industry, without a good staff, there
isn't much to sell.

Advice From Harvard
A recent newspaper article was titled; "Why Do Bad Things
Happen to Good Companies." It was written by Harvard
Business School Professor Richard Tedlow. He said that
companies should not become near-sighted. He used the
example of the U.S. tire industry which a few years ago offered tires with a 12.000 mile warranty. Meanwhile, in
France, Michelin offered an 80,000 mile warranty. Ford Motor Company dominated the auto industry early on, but failure
to produce anything but a black car eventually lost them tremendous market share.
He suggests asking yourself Am I competitive? Am I competing in the right way? He uggests avoiding: Do I
know what I need to know?
Ask: What am I afraid to
find out? Ask: Do I suffer
from winner's curse, an
overconfidence that blinds
me from seeing my shortcomings?
In another article, the Pro
fessor writes; 'A firm should never have a strategy that is a result of its structure. Long range vision is lost.
Rather, the goal, the vision and the resultant strategy to attain
it, dictate the structure needed to achieve."
In our industry, our structure centers around people. Often
times, the lack of people causes us to alter our vision, our
goal, our strategy. Perhaps we need to develop strategies to
develop people so our goals can be attained.

It's 1996 Already!
This office has already made a first draft forecast of next year's
sales, production costs, fixed costs, estimated profit and cash
flow. We have started a wish list budget for equipment and
other capital expenditures. Have you started thinking about
next year
The Branch Office is compiled monthly by Howard Eckel and
Dan Kinte,:
Mr. Eckel is currently a Management Consultant to the Green
industry. He draws on over 25 years of experience, and was fornierlv Executive Vice President of Davey Tree Expert Company.
Mr. Kinter owns Kinterconi, a business-to-business advertising
agency, and has served the tree care industry for over 7 years.
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Bandit Industries, Inc., recently introduced
its new XP chipper series. The XP series features new chip throwers, thicker,
longer-lasting knives set at a more aggressive position, redesigned feed wheels and a
unique scoop that covers the better half of
the bottom feed wheel. The XP throwers
(patent applied for) catch all of the chips as
they come off the chipper knives, discharging virtually all the chips on the first pass and
increasing effective chipping horsepower by
as much as 40%. The XP series is provided
for Bandit's Models 90, 90W, 150, 200+. 250
and 1250 hydraulic feed, disc-style chippers.
Bandit Industries, Inc., 6750 Millbrook Road,
Remus, MI 49340. Phone: 517-561-2270:
FAX: 517-561-2273.

MIRK, Inc., introduces an Aerial Man-Lift
Truck Package for the professional arborist.
The new package uses the versatile Holan
829-50 aerial man-lift mounted behind the
rear axle on a non-C DL Ford diesel cab. The
Holan offers 55-foot working height, overcenter articulation and 41.5-foot side reach.
The package is designed to combine a short
wheel base truck and rear-mounted man-lift
for closer work site positioning and ease of
operation. MIRK, Inc., packages the chassis and aerial with heavy-duty flatbed,
cross-body tool box, cab protector and a
unique "bucket protecting" tail shelf. MIRK,
Inc., 7629 Chippewa Road. Orrville, OH
44667. Phone: 216-669-2000.

Circle 61 on the Reader Service Card

Vermeer's exclusive Auto Sweep system is

VIri
Midland International introduces a new

Circle 63 on the Reader Service Card

designed to make stump cutting easier for the
operator and easier on the machine by maximizing available power, increasing efficiency
and reducing machine stress. The Auto
Sweep system will be added to Vermeer's
full line of stump cutters the 222, 630B. 672
and the newly released 1102. The Auto
Sweep system maintains the rated engine
speed of the stump cutter by adjusting the
feed rate of the cutter wheel. The operator is
ensured of the stump cutter delivering maximum horsepower and high productivity. The
Auto Sweep system also reduces stress on the
engine, driveline and structural components.
Vermeer Manufacturing Company, Pella,
Iowa. Phone: 800-829-005 1.
-

UHF band frequency-synthesized FM portable radio. The Midland 70-248 portable
radio operates in a wideband frequency range
of 406-470 MHz and features user-selectable
four watts or two watts of RE power output.
The unit offers up to 99 channels of which
48 may be programmed for semi-duplex opcration. The 70-248 radio offers pushbutton
tip-down channel selectors, MX-type antenna
Lonnector. a rotary volume on-off switch and
internal pre-set squelch. The new Midland
portable provides two methods of scanning.
The Midland Model 70-248 portable radio
meets MIL 810 C/D/E shock, vibration and
environmental requirements. Midland LMR.
1690 North Topping, Kansas City, MO
64120. Phone: 816-241-8500. Ext. 1690:
FAX: '81 6-920-1 144

Husqvarna Forest and Garden Co. now offers
lifetime warranties. offers. Husqvarna will replace a defective solid state ignition system on
any of their portable or hand-held models. Second, the lifetime warranty on all of Husky's solid
steel trimmer and brush cutter drive shafts now
applies to all flexible shafts as well. Both of the
new lifetime warranties extend to units sold after
January 1, 1995. Husqvarna Forest & Garden Co.
offers forest and garden power products for all
applications as well as a line of protective apparel
and accessories. l-lusqvarna Forest & Garden Co..
9006-i Perimeter Woods Drive (PR). Charlotte.
NC 28216. Phone: 04-59-5000.

Circle 62 on the Reader Service Card
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Circle 64 on the Reader Service Card
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the Groundskeeper Mi 18 leaf vacuum system. The pickup- or trailer-mounted AG-18
is a self-contained, "slide-in" leaf vacuum
topper with an electric-over-hydraulic dump
system that also maximizes the versatility of
already-established truck fleets. The AG-18
can maneuver in and out of private driveways and around large parks, cemeteries and
other public areas. The AG-18 employs a
flexible, 18-foot long intake hose to collect
hard-to-access leaves and other debris. The
AG-1 8 is also available with an optional hose
support boom that optimizes leaf collection
at the curbside. When the vacuum container
is removed, the unit is converted into a yearround, multi-purpose dump body. Highway
Equipment Company. Phone: 3 19-363-8281.
'LL

-
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All current STIHL guide bars now feature
the exclusive Ematic lubrication system that
ensures pinpoint lubrication of the saw chain
links and guide bar rails. When used with
STIHL Oilomatic saw chain, the Ematic system will provide maximum lubrication,
longer wear and (when combined with an
adjustable oil pump), up to a 50% savings in
oil consumption over conventional methods
of chain lubrication. The STIHL Ematic system consists of two ramps that help contain
the flow of oil and direct all lubrication to
the chain drive links. The ramps prevent oil
form flowing out the tail of the bar and also
help prevent dirt and sawdust from plugging
the oil delivery passages. STIHL Incorporated, P0 Box 2015, Virginia Beach, VA
23452-2015. Phone: 804-486-9100.
Circle 67 on the Reader Service Card
J.B. Good, Inc., offers a variety of custom-

printed, four-color brochures and postcards
dealing with tree care topics, as well as calendars, bumper stickers, door hangers, bid
proposal sheets and posters. Postcard topics
include: "Topping Hurts Trees," "Keeping
Safe Trees..,"" Plant A Tree...," and "Protect Trees From Construction Damage." For
samples and ordering information, please
contact J.B. Good, Inc., 5250 N.E. Hwy. 20,
Corvallis, OR 97330. Phone: 503-752-6260.
Circle 68 on the Reader Service Card
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Over 13,000

6995!

Sawmills
World-Wide!

LT25 mills
w/o trailer

NP

All-products ,sjfl, sic
and edger catalog.
$200,60-mcute
video: $10.00

SavATree is celebrating 10 years of service

HELP WANTED
The Care of Trees is a full service tree care

Ii

LT4OHD

Save money cutting your own lumber;'
make money cutting for others.
• Produce framing and grade lumber
for buildings and projects.
Completely portable, easy to set up.

'.

• Large cutting capacity *
(up to 36" D. x 33'L.)

firm with offices throughout the metropolitan
areas of Chicago, New York City and Washington, D.C. We are one of the most
progressive, well-equipped companies in this
industry and offer excellent benefits. Our ever
expansive mode seems to constantly require
personnel to fit into new positions which include production, plant health care and sales.
We consider safety, quality, productivity and
communication to be important attributes of
proper tree care. If you believe the same,
please send your resume to Kathy
Hendricksen, do The Care of Trees, 2371
S. Foster Ave., Wheeling, IL 60090. Phone:
708-394-4220.

• Optional hydraulic log handling
(LT40 and LT30 models).

1-800-553-0219
Wood-Mizer Products, Inc.
8180 West 10th Street Dept. .j!
Indianapolis, IN 46214-2400
Please circle 49 on the Reader Sers ice Card

*
*
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Growing vegetation mgmt co looking for exp. mgrs for our
ROW spraying divisions in the NE and Midwest US. Must be able to make decisions,
be creative, self-motivated & have strong organizational skills. Exc. starting salary & co.
pd. ben. If you have vegetation mgmt. operations/sales exp. or a degree in horticulture/
arboriculture/urban forestry or a related field,
send resume to DeAngelo Brothers, Inc.,
Attn: Paul D. DeAngelo, 100 N. Conahan
Drive, Hazleton, PA 18201. Phone: 800-3609333. EOE/AAP M-F
Operations/sales manager

*$
**
*$
**
*
**
*
*
**
W
*
M7~
*
**
*
** 4 # # # **
LOOKING TO MAKE A
DIFFERENCE?

Alinstead Tree Company, a
successful full service tree and
shrub care organization, seeks
career oriented Arborist I
Salesperson for the N.Y. /
Con.neticut area.

-

The Davey Tree Expert Company
a green industry leader since 1880
is currently hiring arborists.

arboriculture or a related field
and know how to satisfy and
service customer needs.

-

-

Davey offers:
Competitive pay and benefits
• Employee ownership
• Advancement opportunities
• Training and development programs
• Locations coast to coast

Unlimited Growth Potential!

as

Supervisor position. We are an established
tree company located in Hawaii seeking a supervisor to be in charge of operations which
includes, but is not limited to: planning jobs,
scheduling jobs, supervising approximately 5
crews and estimating. You must be a certified
arbonst with a CDL drivers license. You must
have a minimum of 5 years climbing (which includes pruning, shaping, rigging, take-downs
and removals) and 5 years utility line clearance
(which includes knowing how to operate an
aerial bucket truck). A knowledge of cranes
would be helpful. Pay is based on experience.
Benefits include paid medical and dental insurance, paid federal holidays, vacation pay, 401(k)
pension plan and a profit sharing plan. Send
resume with salary history and employment
references to Jacunskis Complete Tree Service,
Inc., P.O. Box 4513, Hilo, Hawaii 96720.

ARBORISTS WANTED

Green industry experience a
must or a degree in

To apply send or fax resume:
Almstead Tree Co.
58 Beechwood Ave.
New Rochelle, N.Y.

excellence consistently delivered by our dedicated staff. Our success and expansion have
opened up additional opportunities for sales and
field specialists in our NY, NJ, CT and MA locations. If you have a degree or related experience
in arboriculture and the desire to be part of an
outstanding team that continues to define stateof-the-art tree care, please send or fax your
resume to SavATree, 360 Adams Street,
Bedford Hills, NY 10507 or FAX: 914-666-5843,
attn: Human Resources. EOE

.i

10801

Fax: (914) 576 0193
Call: (914) 576-0193
-

EstablLched 1964

DAVEY#. .
Equal Opportunity Employer

cii c's 3
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P.O. Box 5193, Kent, 011 44240-5193
Fax: (216) 673-9843
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Fax or send resume to:
Personnel Department,TCI
The Davey Tree Expert Company
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Sales/professional arborist -22 reasons to

make a career at Hartney/Greymont: Job stability. Growth potential. Competitive salary.
Excellent benefits. Year-round employment.
Growing company. Quality reputation. Tuition
reimbursement. Learning experiences. Team
spirit. Employee stock ownership. Nationally
recognized company. Up-to-date equipment.
Safety focused. Rewarding client relationships. Award-winning service. Ideal facility.
Participation in decision-making. Skill enhancement incentives. Knowledgeable peers
and mentors. Value-driven organization.
Drug-free workplace. For more information,
contact Jim Palmer, Hartney/Greymont, 433
Chestnut Street, Needham, MA 02192.
Phone: 617-444-1227.

Attn. professional tree persons: Tired of the

Relocate to Hawaii and work year-round.
We are an established tree company seeking an arborist. Must have climbing
experience that includes pruning, shaping,
rigging, take-downs and removals. Must also
have experience in aerial bucket utility line
clearance. Pay is based on experience. Benefits include paid medical, dental, federal
holiays, vacation, 401(k) and profit sharing.
Send resume with salary history and employment references to Jacunskis complete Tree
Serivce, Inc., P.O. Box 4513, Hilo, Hawaii
96720.

cold? Palm Beach County's tree health professionals are looking for motivated,
knowledgeable people. If you are thinking of
moving to SE Florida, give us a call. CDL a
plus. Drug-free workplace. 407-968-1045.
Experienced climber/foreman needed for
established Massachusetts tree service. Selfmotivated arborist, certificate a plus, to work
in drug-free environment. Send resume or
call Holbrook Tree Service, 252 Union Street,
Yarmouthport, MA 02675. Phone: 508-3628058.

Forestry Body Builders Since 1944

Searching for the right employee? Time

for a new position? Florapersonnel is in its
second decade serving the key employment
needs of the tree care industry, all aspects
of ornamental horticulture and allied trades.
Confidential. Florapersonnel, Inc., 2180 W.
State Rd. 434, Suite 6152, Longwood, FL
32779-5013. Phone: 407-682-5151; FAX:
407-682-2318.

Capacity From 12 2/3 to 35 Cubic Yards!

Experienced tree climber needed for promi-

J

nent tree care firm in Princeton, New Jersey.
Guaranteed year-round employment. Excellent
wages, benefits and working conditions. Must
have a CDL and be a team player! Please send
resume to Woodwinds Associates, Inc., 4492
Route 27, Princeton, NJ 08540 Attn: Tina
deTuro, or call 609-924-3500
Experienced tree care professionals. Fast

growing, quality-oriented company in the Chicago North Shore looking for top-notch foremen
to manage crews, equipment and shop. Ideal
candidates will have a minimum of 3 years experience, CDL and strong desire to achieve.
Excellent compensation & benefits package.
Please send resume and contact the Kinnucan
Company, 28877 Nagel Ct., Lake Bluff, IL
60044. Phone: 708-234-5327.

STANDARD FEATURES:
60" in Height
Double Panel Tailgate

90,
,-

3 Die Formed Corrugations in
Front & Side Panels
All Galvanneal Construction
40% More Welding for Added
Strength

Qua'ity Snerwin Williams Acrylic Finish
High Security Lock Rods on Tool Box Doors
Chassis Available . . . And More!

OPTIONS:
Removable Aluminum Roof • Dump-Thru Lift Gate
Customized Heights • Extra Tool Boxes

5CHLWONP

AROORIST

885 Harmon Avenue, Columbus, OH 43223
Call Tom Siefert at:

1-800-288-0992

Pica-c circle 39 on the Reader Sen ice Card

Do you need a unit with "Big Lift "features like 360 continuous rotation and proportional
controls—vet lightweight and portable enough /br those hard to get to jobs?

TRY AN EAGLE 44
Trailer Mounted Aerial Lift
44 Ft. Working Ht. * Automatic Bucket Leveling * 25 Ft. Side Reach * Gas or Elect. Power

FINANCING AVAILABLE 1-800-824-9776

AmedQuip

1480 Arrow Hwy., La Verne CA 91750
(909) 392-2033 Fax (909) 392-4651

Please circle 7 on the Reader Service Card
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FOR SALE

ArborWare is the industrial strength busi-

1990 Chevrolet C-70 diesel, 5-spd trans.
with new 14' Schodorf chip box and tool/thru
box, $20,900. Contact Tom at Schodorf Truck
Body, 800-288-0992.
Work smarter, not harder and make '95 a

banner year. Get valuable information on federal regulations, business management,
training and more. Call 800-733-2622 for
more information.

ness software that lets you control virtually
an unlimited number of customer transactions, estimates & proposals, invoices, NR,
statements, NP, IPM, work tickets, routing,
appointment scheduling & call-backs, inventories and more. Includes tree/shrub,
chemical, disease & pest libraries. Mouse
support, LookUp & Help Windows. You demand quality, performance, safety and
reliability in your field equipment. So why
settle for less in your office automation system? Step up to increased productivity with
ArborWare today. Call 1-800-49-ARBOR.

Bucket trucks. Hi-Ranger, Asplundh, Altec,
Aerial Lift; chip boxes, flat beds, disc chippers,
Asplundh drum chippers, chipper trucks, stump
cutters, Bean tree sprayers, tree movers. Great
variety of years, models, prices. Pete Mainka
Enterprises, Inc., 633 Cecilia Drive, Pewaukee,
WI 53072. Phone: 800-597-8283.
1988 L-8000 Ford tandem w/240 hp Ford
diesel, 16 front, 44 rears, set back front axle.
Allison automatic trans., mounted w/Big John
AA90 tree spade in excellent condition. Best
offer. Phone: 407-968-1045.

ANDY'S TRUCK CENTER INC.
WEST

PALM

BEACH,

FLORIDA

REACHING NEW HEIGHTS FOR 1995
• 1987 Ford L-8000 w/65' Teco, Flat Bed
• 1980 mt. S1900 w/65' TECO
• 1986 GMC 7000 w/65' Hi-Ranger
• 1982 Zelliston 6x6 w/1987 Altec AM 900 66'
• (2) 2900 75/70 Holans On S/A Tandem Chassis
• 1989 Ford F800 DSL w/AP52, Flat Bed
• 1988 Ford P800 w/AP52, Chip Dump
(4) Prentice 120 Bean Mount Loaders 1980 Models
$10,500 ea
eicIe

44 on the Radcr hers icc Card

You can throw
the rest away.
Birchmeier'
Sprayers,
Dusters and
Accessories
are renowned
for their long
life and
dependability.

A

• Franklin w/Teco Vanguard '1-50 (1982) 55' 453
Detroit, DSL Pony Motor, being rebuilt.

• 1989 Ford F800 w/LR-50, Flat Deck Pony Motor
• 1988 Intl S1800 w/AA600P, Flat Deck, DSL
• 1984 Chevy C-70, 4x4 w/AA650, 59' Reach
• (2) 1980 Intis S1800. DSL, w/LR-45 (1 Chip Box)
• 1987 DM0 7000, DSL, w'AASOOP, 56
• 1986 GMC 7000. DSL. wiAA600P. 56
• 1988 Ford F600 w/14' Fontain O/D
• 1987 Ford F700 w/12' Arbortech, O/D L-Shape
• 1986 GMC 6000 w/14, Southco O/D L-Shape
• 1986 DM0 6000 w/12', Arbortech C/D L-Shape
• 1986 Ford F-600 w/12', Arbortech O/D L-Shape
• 1985 Ford F-600 w/12', Arbortech O/D L-Shape
• 1985 GMC 6000 w/12', Arbortech C/D L-Shape
• 1987 DM0 6000 w/Slipt Dump Man Cab
• 1982 Ford F-600 w/12' Arbortech cm L-Shape
• 1988 Brush Bandit Disc Chipper 6 Cyl, Gas $7 800

• 1986 DM0 7000 w/52 Chip Dump
• 1985 GMC 7000 w/52' Chip Dump
• 1985 GMC 6000 DSL w/52' Flat Deck
• (2) 1983 Ford F788 w152' Chip Boxes
• 1984 Ford F600 w/45' Flat Bed
Please circle 8 on the Reader Scm ice Card

BACKPACK
SPRAYERS

0Th

I Each - Nylon Bag, Goggles.
Dust Pan & Broom, 21b. Soak-up,
Nitrite gloves and 2 Each - 24" x
18 pillows, 48" x 3" Dikes

CIL

Earthway
50# Hopper
Pneumatic Tires
42200APP

$619.95

56.10

CO

$69.95

to.

01

f

Birchmeier®:
Buy the one that lasts.
For more information or the Birchmeiero Distributor in
your area, contact:

ITB Co., Inc.

Ropes

Please circle

40
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SAMSON
---

1/2" Safety Blue or True-Blue .......... $ .66 per ft.
1 12" Tree Line OF .................................59 per ft.
1/2" Tree Line or ArborPIex........ ....... 55 per ft.
5/& 12 Strand Bull Rope .......... 4 .. .84 per ft.
A4r. 1.10 per ft
3/4" 12 Strand Bull Rope
7/8" 12 Strand Bull
1.96 per ft.
5/8" Stable Braid
1.07 per ft.
3/4" Stable Braid ...................1.37 per ft.
7/8" Stable Braid ...... ..................1.98 per ft.

Steel Toe
6" Lace-up $17.95
15" Snugleg $21.50
15" PVC
$13.95

_______ __________
;
__________________________
-'
,

I .F

€t1

TRUCK &SKIDSPRAYERS
$650.00

PRUNER
High Quality
Replaceable Blade
Lifetime Warranty
$16.00

P.O. Box 2505 • London, KY 40743

1-800-866-1357

BOOTS

INCLUDES
50 GALLON TANK
ALUMINUM FRAME
12V 4.5 GPM PUMP
25'3/8 HOSE
POLY SPRAY GUN

RE

HOSE

_600 PSI HOSE
_______
___________ Kuriyama
E8" PVC $1.14/ft
1,7pvc $ .56/ft.
$

IS ease circle
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SAMSON ROPES:
TOOLS OF THE PROFESSIONAL

7

k

7 Lines Designed For the Demands
of the Professional Arbonst
The arbonst places
unique demands on his
lines: Climbing, lifting,
lowering, running
through crotches, over limbs and against
bark calls for lines specifically engineered
for abrasion resistance, load control,
excellent grip and snag resistance.
Samson has a complete line of ropes
specifically designed for the professional
arborist. Ropes that can take all the
punishment dished Out in this abrasive
environment and retain that critical

Built to take the stresses of any 01).
Samson's bull ropes provide
1,.
I•
the strength, load control and
.service life demanded by the
•1
.fl
/
professional arborist.
Stable Braid, our 100%
polyester double braid, is
S
the ultimate bull rope for
today's ratchet! friction
bollard rigging systems.
Available with our
Samthane coating, its streng durability and abrasion resistart
are unmatched in the industry.
Arbor-Plex is a high strength, vet
lightweight 12-strand bull rope
combining polyester and polvole fin
ROPE DIAMETER:
1/2'
7/8
fibers for excellent wear and snag
3/4"
5/8"
Itr.ndecl Iree-.\iaster 7,000
•
•
•
•
resistance. Pro-Master 3-strand
•
S
•
•
E-Z See Orange
6.100
combo bull rope is Samson's easy to
7.300
•
•
•
•
True-Blue
handle, lightweight, high strength
Arbor-Piex
5,400 9.000 12,000
•
•
polyester over polvolefin fiber bull
•
•
•
•
Tree-.\iaster()-Strand) 7,000
rope. For price and performance
•
3.200 10.800 15.500 18.. ( w
Pro-.\Iaster
..
.
--Stable Braid
-there isn't a better bull rope available.
-

'

-

-

-

ACCESSORY CORDS
4

.

-

control core of preshrunk nylon.
Arbor-Plex combines polyester and polvolefin
fibers in a 12-strand construction. Tree
Master is our 4 stage 3-strand all Dacron
twisted climbing line. All are designed for
maximum wear life, flexibility, abrasion
I L5lt )nCc mci knot Control.

-

\\len seleLtini.t rope.
ask your professional arborist supplier
about Samson. With over 100
years of experience you can trust
your most demanding jobs to
the strongest name in rope.
1

(il/I/b/C

in 120 ' 1)0

,oh/'we/coils (1/1(1 600 reel.

JThe Strongest Name In Rope
Ic 5 011 the Reader Sen ice ( and

•

CZ

Samson cords handle everything
from throwing lines to tie downs
and pruner pole cord. This all
nylon braided cord is available in
sizes from 2mm to 8mm and a wide
variety of high visibility colors.

SAMSON
,,i

I

YOU CAN RELY
ON SAMSON

'-

-/ -

IiL

.

:'

SAMSON
CLIMBING LINES

p

',c' 4'

DEPENDABLE BULL ROPES

margin of security and control.

.
Samson has developed
the most complete line
t climbing ropes in
'
the industry. Lines
designed to make this critical
part of the job a little easier and more secure.
braided or 3-strand twisted, Samson
climbing ropes excel at the worksite.
True Blue is our premium all
polyester 12-strand braided cIiml)inLi
Pipe in the distinctive blue color.
E-Z See Orange. with its easily
identified color pattern and Braided
Tree-Master share their 16-strand

7'

------

Samson Division
THE AMERICAN GROUP
'090 lh( )rnton Street
Ferndale, \VA 98248
Phone: (360) 384-4669
Fax: (360) 384-0572

A.

r41,
At

h"'L

.7

Aerial bucket trucks. Hi-Ranger, Asplundh,
Skyworker - most major brands - 40' to 95'.
Also, brush chippers, stump grinders, tree
spades, log loaders and Rayco stump cutters. Parts for aerial buckets. Allied Utility
Equipment, Inc., W. 204 North 11509
Goldendale Road, Germantown, WI 53022.
Phone: 414-255-6161.
Hardware and software, by an arborist for
the arborist. For more information about the
industry's best selling package, call or write
Arbor Computer Systems, 117 Weston Road,
Westport, CT 06880. Phone: 203-226-4335.

N
O ral
AN OUNCE
OF PREVENTiO

Looking for a used chipper or stump
grinder? Call the Midwest's chipper/stumper
supermarket. Nearly all makes & models in
stock. All units are fully reconditioned and
ready to work. Financing is available. Call
Alexander Equipment Co. at 708-268-0100
for a complete listing.
Windows software designed for arborists.
Comprehensive, supported for over 10
years. Call or write for free demo. 610-6894722, Quad Tech, Inc., P.O. Box 643,191
S. Keim St., Pottstown, PA 19464.

ORAL IVY®

Brush chippers. Always several good, clean
used units in stock - Brush Bandit, Morbark,
Wood/Chuck - disc or drum style. New Brush
Bandits in stock - all models. Call for current
availability and prices. Hawkensen Equipment
Co., Inc.. Plymouth, NH. Phone: 800-299-8970.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF NO REGULAR
PAYMENTS FOR 90 DAYS WITH OMNI LEASING.
Simply apply today for our...
Get The Arborist
Equipment You Need
For The Lowest
Investment Today!
• You get the equipment

you need now, with no
payments for the first
three months.

IT'S TIME TO ORDER

Big John 80-inch tree spade on Ford LTS tandem. 230 Cummins, 7-speed Fuller, 70% rubber,
$9000 in major repairs just completed, current
DOT inspection, $35,000. Unit is ready to work
and make you money. Phone: 203-429-9972.

PROGRAM
Give me a call to
set up your
credit line today.
1800945OMNI.

• You can obtain the equipment your company needs
with small down payments
and easy paperwork.

• You get the latest and
best equipment to do
the job faster, better and • And Remember,
less expensive than your
Leasing Saves Capital!
competition.

OMNI

A FEW DROPS DAILY IN
WATER OR JUICE
Please circle 30 on the Reader Service Card

PREVENTS THE

"FIERY ITCH""
OF POISON IVY
OAK AND SUMAC
6 Months Prevention in
Each 1.2 oz. Bottle
By the Bottle:
$12.50 + $1.00 Postage
BUY the Dozen: $7.50 Per Bottle
590. Per Dozen + UPS Shipping

TOLL FREE ORDER LINE

1-800-553-6778
VEM13ER NATIONAL

ARBOR 1ST

I [

ORAL IVY, INC.

Yale Cordaqe Factory Splices are

CERTIFID
FFI
SA

4

Let the company you trust to make your climbing ropes supply ,' I!.. ...'
your fabricated slings as well. Yale Cordage is a leading
•Ci
supplier of spliced rope products and manufactures a
X
Jd
complete line of arborist ropes. To learn more about
,.
Yale fabricated products for arborists, request our
publication #1(1-10 10. For the name of your local
distributor call, write or FAX toll-free:
-.-.

.J"-

Z.

Please circle 32 on the Reader Service Card
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YALE
CORDAGE
100 Fore Street, Portland, Maine 04101

(207) 774-9253

4

FAX: 1.800.255.9253 A.
10

YALE CORDAGE
MANUFA( LI A E S

.7;

104 GUY'S LANE, BLOOMSBURG, PA 17815

42
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PEA FOR

EXPERT TREE CAPE
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' would like to thank
Demonstration Area Sponsor:

At TCI Expo '95, you get a chance to look over the technology, services and equipment that will make you more
productive . . give you a stronger bottom line. Plus, the
seminars will help you keep your business in step with the
market, with topics ranging from Financing Your Tree
Care Operation to Honing Your Diagnostic
Techniques.
7
Over 130 exhibits. 15 guest speakers. Free
demonstrations and workshops. TCI Expo '95
id
is better than money in the bank.
And the daily $500 ARBORBUCKS giveaway
doesn't hurt either.
Mark your calendar and make your plans to be in
Indianapolis November 16th, 17th and 18th! It's going to
be the biggest, best TCI Expo ever!

gHusqvarna
Coffee

Break Sponsor

BANDIT INDUSTRIES, INC.
-IRBORBL CKS Sponsors:

Aerial Lift, Inc. American Arborist Supplies
Arbortech Bandit Industries, Inc. Bartlett
Manufacturing Co. . Fred Marvin Associates
Gravels' International, Inc. . Grow Gun
Corporation Growtech, Inc. . Growth Products
Hodges Manufacturing Co. Husqvarna Forest &
Garden Co. Lanphear Supply . Northeastern
Associates Peavey Mfg. Co. Poulan PROS Power
& Telephone Supply Company, Inc. . Practical
Solutions, Inc. . Sierra Moreno Mercantile Co.
Simonds Industries Inc. . Stihl Inc./Brvan
Equipment Sales . Tilton Equipment Company
Vermeer Mfg. Co.

•

I.

f1IW1F1I11W1f1
IIEItI!!t I!
==

*.

771

TCl Expo 95is
cosponsored by the
National Arborist Association
and the International Society
of Arboriculture.
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Up, running and thriving. Tree business for
sale. Operating in area of Canada that has one
of the highest disposable incomes per household in the country. Includes real estate,
equipment and management. Call 416-4216370. Your message will be returned promptly.
Chlorosis tree medicine. Oaks and most

deciduous trees. 10-minute application. Full
color change in 19days. $29/qt postpaid.
Treats 16 trees. Pin Oak Specialist, 7310
North 39th Terrace, Omaha, NE 68112.
Phone: 402-455-9384.

For sale: Two (2)1994 Ford 7740 tractors

Lewis Utility Truck Sales, Inc.
,

Ridgeville IN 47380

24 Hr.
ring
Answe
A

The Professional's

FIBERGLASS
TREE TRIMMING
POLES

1968 Chevy C50 Asplundh chipper truck,
with gang boxes and crew cab, new engine,
clutch, and rear, $2900; 1965 Ford spray
truck with Friend pump, 500 gallons, good
condition, deep-root feeding, $2900; 1992
Vermeer Model 206 stump grinder, walk-behind, excellent condition, 500 hours, $3500.
Call 908-658-5997.

(86-hp) with attached Brown tree cutters.
Tractors are modified for heavy brush cutting in utility right-of-way. Each tractor has
custom fabricated belly pan and Caging system, 4-wheel drive and foam-filled tires. Low
hours. Contact John Francis, Energy Clear ance Corp. Phone: 313-491-8411.

Wood/Chuck
tippers 4 cyl.
turn style, gas
diesel motor,
10 available

-

1984 GMC 7000, 5 sp,
9001b. front Miller 400 Big
Blue Welder, Air comp.
gen., ÔOCFM Diesel, $7,200

r']S

DRIVEN TO BE THE BEST!

Durable • Safe
Versatile

S

-R.uiircr.
366. 5p2'p. his upper &
lower, tool circuitry, $36,500

Vt
0i, \ t
Ford, 366, 5sp2sp. 1084-93 gas &
diesel, 10 available, $24,500 & up

0
6

4

IB(RGtASS

€
SINCE ik
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Poles available
in
sectional
and
fixed lengths

---

'

So ya say ya split a
lotta firewood Pilgrim!
Well if ya don't uza
Super Split, ya betta
find yaself anotha
line a work!

-- 1ir

-

I

'l

I'
I
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GFX LIORPORAI
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200 Recreation Park Drive
Hingham, MA 02043-4220
1, (61 740-0350 Fax (617) 740-0355
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P.O. Box 240277, Charlotte, NC 28224
704/525-5191
(F) 704/522-6161

1-800-346-1 95.

i1;1I

I

For complete information call or write:

PORATION SINCE 1956

-,

-

We can
perform
electrical
testing
to meet
OSHA
regulations

JAMESON

-

-

WOULDN'T A COUPLE MORE
HOURS A DAY BE NICE?
If you're an owner or manager of a
tree care business, you're probably
spending too much time wrestling
with nagging, unprofitable issues like:
• Workers Comp and OSHA Regs
• Employee Training and Records
• Financial Statements and Job
Costing
• Benefits and Human Resources
Unless you're a member of
the National Arborist
Association. "Hour"
members take advantage of a wide variety
of products and services that save them
time - time they can
spend doing what they
do best: Succeeding!

We've already done so much work for
you! NAA Members have complete
access to:
Simplified regulatory Compliance
Information
Industry-developed Management
Guidelines
Ready-to-use Training
Programs
Advertising and Public
Relations materials
h \
Group Rates on
Insurance
A Network of Peers
for support
A Toll-Free
Hotline for
J
business and
technical questions.
Plus, a recent
independent survey of
NAA members revealed
that 91% were satisfied, very
satisfied or DELIGHTED with
their NAA experience. So, isn't it
time you found the easier way of

el

TIME
COMPRESSION

New members pay only $150
from now until December
1996. That's the equivalent of
$8.08 per month! An

If this decade is known for anything
among business owners, it's TIME
COMPRESSION. You're experiencing it, coping with it... and we have
the relief: Membership in the National Arhorist Association.

unbeatable value!

TOLL-FREE:
1-800-733-2622
Leading commercial
arboriculture into the
21st Century.

The National Arborist
Association

P.O. Box 1094 Amherst, NH 03031
FAX: 603-672-2613: E-Mail: 7 6 142 .4 63@compuserv.com
Please circle 26 on the Reader Service Curd
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Stump cutting for $3 or less an hour. The
Alpine Magnum weighing just 88 lbs. can go
anywhere. It's a great root pruning tool. Built
to outlast others. Dealers wanted. Alpine Machine, Olympia, WA. Phone: 360-357-5116.

Vermeer 206 self-propelled stumper, $3500;

1987 Ford 370 V8 48-ft Hi-Ranger (53-ft working height) tool boxes, cab guard, excellent
condition, $26,000. Phone: 519-945-4385 days;
519-969-5451 after 6 p.m.

ing height, good condition. Ready to work,
$19,000. Tree Specialists, Inc., Brighton, CO
Phone: 303-659-6427.

Save 20 years growing time. Ninety-inch Big
John tree spade for rent with experienced operator anyplace in New England or eastern New
York. Can move trees 10-12 inches caliper.
Develop a new profit center without any capital
expenditure. Call Residential Foresters for details, 203-429-9972.

Established full service tree care company

EQUIPMENT WANTED

1981 Chev. w/48-ft Hi-Ranger, 52-ft workVideo program offers information on ropes,

knots and tree climbing to make on-the-job
training easier. Call 800-733-2622 for more
information.

Asplundh drum chipper 300 Ford 6-cyl., fly-

wheel and blower, good condition, $4500;
42-ft reach all over-center unit, mounted on
76 C-60 Chevy, 2-cyl Wisconsin pony motor, $5000. Phone: 608-754-2312.
Tree service for sale. 60' rear-mounted Hi-

Ranger, GMC split dump, '94 250 brush chippr
w/winch & JD diesel. Est. 1984. Excellent rep.
in rapidly growing area. All equipment & tools,
$45K or $25K and assume lease. Owner can
help during transition. Serious inquiries call 800803-9874.

FOR RENT

located in the beautiful Greenville!
Spartanburg area of fast growing upstate
South Carolina. Bucket, chipper, chipper
truck, stump grinder included. Contact TCI,
P0 Box 1094, Box SC, Amherst, NH 03031.
Labor saver. 14" chipper on tracks, 200
horsepower, knuckleboom. Brush Bandit,
1500 hours. Dash Tree Services, Inc. Phone:
216-564-5925.
Bucket trucks, chip trucks, trailer chippers,
cranes, skidders, track machines and custombuilt unitsto meet your individual needs. Forsale
or rent. Mirk, Inc. Phone: 216-669-2000.

Spray rig, 35-gal per minute, skid mounted

or whole truck. Must be in good operating condition. Phone: 516-781-6464.

Classified ad rates: $50 per inch ($45 NAA
members; 1-inch minimum), payable in ad vance, due the 20th of the month two months
prior to publication. Send ad and payment to:
Tree Care Industry
P.O. Box 1094
Amherst, NH 03031
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What is common sense

is also the la\v. OSHA Standard 1910.331 states d)at

training to any tree care cinpiovee working within 10 feet of an energized electrical conductor. And that is just the first of several
regulations with which you may have to comply. ANSI Zi 33.1-1994 dictates very specific training and operations regulations.
Plus, there's a new OSHA standard, 1910.269 which takes effect January 31, 1995. It makes sense - both business sense and
c( m nion cen Sc - to meet th ccc rei ui rem en N. Rut how?

NAA Training Makes Sense.

The National Arborist Associati)n has
done much of the work for you! Our
Electrical Hazards Awareness Program otfe rs you a simple, economical and practical way to give your employees the training
they need. This program enables you to comply with OSHA 1910.331 and ANSI Zi 33.1-1994, and starts you on your way to
compliance with OSHA 1910.269.
Like all NAA Training Materials, Electrical Hazards Awareness is easy to use and easy to apply. The program is self paced, to
put your employees in control of meeting their own goals, and presented by you, to keep you in control of your business.
For more information about EHAP, or any NAA program, or to order, call our toll-free hotline, or send/fax the coupon below.

National Artiorist Association
(#)
'DYES

P.O. Box 1094, Amherst. NH 03031-1094
Fax: (603) 672-2613

1-800-733-2622

Fm ready to provide my personnel with training in Electrical Hazards Awareness.

interested in the EHAP program. Please send additional information.

Send Me EHAP Programs for
enrollees, at $ _______each*. Enclosed is $
i Bill my Mastercard Visa Number:
Exp. Date:
Contact/Credit Card Holder Name:
Company Name:
Address:
Phone:
City:
State:
Zip:
-- Please send me membership information.
I
I

Please mail with payment or fax with credit card information to:
The National Arborist Association
P.O. Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031-1094. Phone: 1-800-733-2622: FAX: 1-603-672-2613

*RETAIL: $135.00 per enrollee; MEMBER DISCOUNT PRICE: $85.00 per enrollee. Please add $5.50 shipping and handling.
Plcac circle 27 on the Reader Service Card

Vacation Day
By Bob Gillespie
A friend and fellow arborist called me
and asked if I would help him with a
backyard removal. I was eager to help
out. Being a municipal arborist for the
past 10 years, I felt it would be nice to
get back in the field again.
The tree I was to remove was a red oak
75 feet tall with a spread of about 45 feet.
Located under the oak were beautiful
large rhododendrons - all in bloom. The
tree was being removed to open a vista
on a pond.
My friend Ron said: "This will be a
learning day." The rigging for the removal was going to be done with slings,
light weight blocks and carabiners. We
also were going to use a speedline. I had
seen work performed this way and had
some knowledge of its procedure by attending Massachusetts Arborists
Association and International Society of
Arboriculture seminars.
As for myself as a climber, this was
my first attempt at this and I told Ron

Education and desire to
try new things are keys
to making this job
easier, safer and more
profitable.

that. His response: "No problem. We'll
work it through."
Through patience, communication,
knowledge and skill, the job went without any major problems. I was impressed
with how much time and effort can be
saved by using these techniques and
equipment.

This was indeed a learning day" for
all involved. I can only say that education and desire to try new things are keys
to making this job easier, safer and more
profitable.
By the way, my "learning day" happened
to fall on a vacation day. All vacations
should be this rewarding.
TCI

Bob Gillespie has been an arborist for
22 years and is certified by the Massachusetts Arborists Association and the
International Society of Arboriculture.
He is a tree warden for the town of
Methuen, Massachusetts.
Do you have a story for From the
Field? TCI will pay $100 for published
articles. Submissions become the property of TCI and are subject to editing for
grammar, style and length. Entries must
include the name of a company and a
contact person or they will not be con sidered for publication. Articles and
photos must be received by the first day
of the mouth fom' the following nioiith 's
issue.

Peavey Tree Pruning Poles & Supplies
V-

I

Peavey Manufacturing Company is pleased to offer
a complete line of top quality tree pruning poles and
equipment for the professional as well as the
amateur who wants a quality made tool.
For years we have made a limited line of pruner
poles for the large industrial users, and we feel that
if we can satisfy these customers on a nationwide

We have a variety of poles including white ash in
solid lengths; and also six foot sectional poles with
lightweight aluminum couplers. There is also
available a line of non conductive sectional, or full
length fiberglass poles for the electrical contractors.
Included you will find a complete price list and
order form for all pruner poles and equipment.

Available in threaded or clip type couplers.

anyone else.

I J1 PEAVEY

-— MANUFACTURING Co.
P.O. Box 129 East Eddington, Maine 04428
(207) 843-7861 - 843-6778 - FAX (2071843-5005

S Saw Head
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PH4R Pruning Heads
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Considering a major purchase for your business?
Keep your working capital working for you with affordable, tax d eductible*
leasing that conserves your cash.
Make more money this year by upgrading or replacing
equipment now—without hurting your cash flow! Find
out how you can get the capital you need easily and
affordably. Call the Experts in Green Industry Financing
nationwide - Corporate Capital Leasing Group - and
get pre-approved for your next equipment purchase.
•

Instant credit approvals without
financial statements
•
Financing for new and used equipment
•
rast and easy application Dy phone
• Flexible payments and terms to fit your
seasonal cash flow
1

1•

1

1

Call Jane Eppley today for a free brochure
and easy pre-approval!

1-800-537-9108
Fax: 1-800-344-7712
*

Consult

i,oii r

tax uLisor alk)lIt deductibility.

C'LG
CORPORATE CAPITAL LEASING GROUf INC.
109 East Evans Street, West Chester, Pennsylvania 19381
Phone (800) 537-9108 Fax (800) 344-7712
Associate Mc,nl'er, National A

19

Associate Member, International Socitt,
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NOTHING PRUNES OPERATING (OSTS LIKE AN INTERNATIONAL
Face it, when it comes to your trucks, the less you have to think about them the better. You
need them up and running. And you need them to last.
That's why you need an International® truck with a fully-electronic International engine.
We took our legendary DT engine and added electronics. And the result is an engine with
proven durability that's truly hassle-free. It's remarkably fuel efficient, too. And requires less
maintenance than mechanical engines.
And for the second year in a row, J.D. Power and Associates has ranked International best
conventional medium-duty truck in customer satisfaction
To find out more about how to prune your operating costs, see your International dealer or
call us at 1-800-962-0119, ext. 163.

4
BUILT

INTERNATIONAL
from NA VISTAR

FOR

YOUR

JD. Power and Associates 1993 and 1994 Medium-Duty Truck Customer Satisfaction Studies.SM Conventional Medium-Duty Truck defined as Gross Vehicle Weight Class 5
6 or 7 truck in which the drivers compartment and controls are located at the rear of a hood-enclosed power plant or are located partially over the rear of the power plant
Please circle

28
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